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Chapter 1

SIX. APPROACHES TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

AN INTRODUCTION

Huey B. LOng, Robert C. Anderson, and Jon A. Blubaugh

r
The'Project

The years 1960-1970 were, among many things, a time of questioning; a time that

gave impetus to inquiry and open conversation. Few areas of life and professional
practice were exempted from the spirit orekamination. In every facet of society,
techniqueS and methods of the past were under challenge.

o

In thispirit, Otto Hoi,berg of the University of Nebraska, then chairman of the.

Community Development. Division of the NOEA, appointed a publications
cOnmittee to consider a study.of selected community development practices, The
committee was composed of Robert G. Anderson of Michigan' State University,
Robert Senecal of the KansaS I3oard of Regents, Keith. Wilson of the University of
Until, and Huey Long of the University of Georgia. Jon Blubaugh of the University
of Kansas replaced Senecal on the committee, and Long replaced Ander'son ag-
chairman, in December of 1969.

14

) .

A review of community .d4velopment.literature.during 1968-1969 revealed the need
.for several publications to deal With different aspects of community development,
el. philosophical objectives, community development theory; community
dtivelOp ent' techniques, administrative procedures for community development
progn nming, and the community development agent. Approaches to Collin:tinily
Deve opi»ent was designed as a...broad, introductory pilot publication to test the

leztsi 14' of such a series.

It is not the purpose of Approaches to Conununit'Development to provide- an

exhaustive coverage of the variety of approaches to community development in use
today.. Nor is the publication intended to answer the question of optimal approach.



APPROACHES TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

insteack.ii is our purpose to provide information that may serve as the basis for
further inquiry and discussion.

The Manuscript

I he concept.of community development is not new. The basic idea flows through
American history from thetime of the. early tolonists to the contemporary kriod,

. from Hull House to H Ulr.jt;:frorti-Theodore Rooseveles)Country Life COmmiSsion
to 'revenue shttring and 1..0'!Ije.W,-Federalism:" The concept meanders through
America from' Portland to. #r t et h ur from S vannah to Sea tt le.To be sure, there
has been an ebb and flow oreoMmunity developmentconcern that haS varied from
periods of inactivity to hyperaCtive times. In the most recent period, there has been
growing awareness of the ineqOality of opportunity that exists for minority group's,
as well as concern for the growth .and decay of urban, areas, and a correSponding .

.anxiety regarding the decline and deterioration of rural communities. Awareness of
these problems has reemphasized the need for continuing improvement in the
coneeptimlization and practice of various approaches to community development.

.

A review of the literature shows that most publications dealing with community
development treat one or at. best two or three of the major approaChes to the field.

. As it result, many laypractitiOnerS and studentS of community development form
incomplete and sometimes-incorrect concepts of the "other' approach. Indeed; '
community development is characterized by provincial an sometimes. highly
idiosyncratic views that create difficulties in developing a clew ncept ofexactly .
what the "other" approach is. Too. often, in fact, the practitioners of community

developmerit become committed to a single approach; sometimes.becauie of the .,

traditions or the zigency or institution for which they wcfrk, sometimes simply
because an alternative is unfamiliar. With this in mind:. the editorShaveplaed
illustrations of the major alternatives side'by side, and the authors haVe.sought ,.

rigorously to focus on"desdiption"-ritther than "promotion", of each apprOach..."...
The reader, is free to bring his own evaluatiVe judgments to bearin assessinethe'
suitability of different Methods; he is invited and encouraged to conider the
possibility of employing the prqcedures of several of the approaches, and then of.
seleeting,the most appropriate approach. The imaginative practitionerniaVvell.
discover ways in which these approaches can be combined or used-"Serially".in.-
assistiligcUmmunities to sham: their own destinies.

In coMpiling study of this design, thi: editors and authors have assumed certain
operational objectives: (I) to provide an overview of the variety of approaches to
community development: (2) to illustrate that many agericies, organizations,
Land /or institutions employ community development prOCesses; and (3) to
dimonstrate that community development may be praCticed without restriction to
a specific discipline or institutional framework.

.



SIX APPROACHES TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Next, it was determined that the publication should explore each of six approaches,
to planned community change: (I) the community approach; (2) the in formatio

. self-help approach, (3) the special-purpose problem-solving approach, (4) the
demonstration approach, (5.) the experimental approach, and (6) the pOwer-conflict
-approach.

Definition and Classification

'A variety of definitions of community are offered. These- definitiOns range.(niiii
academic to functional criteria: While it' is logiealto..aSsume. thatithe definitiOn
community is intrinsie;illy related to the prOposed development
approach,. this does not zippear to he The case. Although doinmunitY,developers.
strongly &fend one or another app 'wadi to communitydevelopthent, they appear..
to be le'ss dogmatic about. a definition of .commUnity.Therefdre., the editors have

chosen to accept. 'as soffieient the description offered by Si. Kahn.. To. Kahn,
"community means those people whom the or niter [i.e., community developer] .

is wprk int; with directly. or intends to work with eventually. " The option of
defining what a cOmmunity is, accOrding tO,,Kahn, .belongs..to the community
develope'. Therefore; the only definitionti-Ofcommunity in 'thipublieation Are.
those which are tied to.mie or another approach to coMMUnity.,deyelopment.

.

This editorial decision is a reflection of reality. As Roland Warren observes:

A good case could be made for asserting lhat there is no thing out there to correspond to the
term 'community'or. at hAt, that what is.out there is, in the vernacular, a can.of worms. Yet
planners and community organizersand at times sociologists-T.-seem to find little difficulty
in speaking of ihecommunity interest, of planning for the community, of securing community,.
participation; of implementing community goals. 'sit not essentially fal14.cious to convert this
Can Of worms into a unit by the mere verbal magic of calling it iicommunity,and.then to treat
the word itself as though it represented some virtualY tangible thing that has interests, has
-goals, resists this, SuppOris that, has needs, ,is 'planned- for, and so on ?2

;
ComMunitY..development has been elsewhere variously described or defined as'a
social. movement, a process, a Method,. and a. program. Each of these definitions,
like those for community, can place restrictive limits on the 'overall goalsof the plan
for community developmdnt.

Moreover,, just as a rigid definition of community can limit a developer's
effectiveness in dealing with problems, so, too, -anonolithic concept of community
development can produce much .controversy and feW results. Therefore, the editors
have preferred to discuss communitydevelopment in terms of various approaches,
which are seen as alternate. waysTof initiating community development.

1Si Kahn, Now People Get PoWer (New York McGraw-Hill, 1970), p. 4.

2Roland L. Warren, Truth; Love, and Socia l Change (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1971), p. 129.

..



APPROACHES TO dOMMUNITY'DEVELOPMENT

Jack Rothman, in three Models of Conpnunity Organization Practice, maintains
that "there are different forms of community organization dzvelOpMent ptaCtice
and .

community
should speak of community organization, methods- rather- than the

counity organization Method."3 As Hans Spiegel notes:

,
The time may well be here to ; empirically examine the various apprOa es currently being
utilized under the rttbrie:of domestic community development. The variins modelsintrigur.
tne. I for one would like to know more about the assumptions undAtying the different
approaches to CD, the personnel operative in each the results that each' produces, and the:
tniining methodologies employed by each. Part of this task has already been accomplished.
We need more than a cataloguing of these approaCtiesand stringing thcin out in a long laundry
list..,

This publicatiotiena,y.be:VieWed; aS'one stepin the:direction suggested by Spiegel,:
and to this ends,..the editors haveconSide'red several ways in which the approachesto
community deVelopinent Can be classified. Rothman, for example, establishes t h ree. -
:major classifications.. ofcoMmunity development:. locality -development, social
planhing, atusocial.action.,ln'addition, he suggests the possibility of other models:.
that may arise from mutations of the three basic models...Furtherrnore, hesuggeSts-.

.

that a number.of variables may be:.involvedi 6-the identification and classifiCatioh of
asPecific community. development activity.

Rothman uses twelve practice variables: (I) goal ca tegories,... (2). assumptions
concerning community structure and problem cOnditions, :basie.:change
Strategy, (4) characietistic change tactics and techniques, practitioner.saliept practitionet
roles. (6) medium of change, (7). orientation toward power. structure(s), (8)
boundary 'definitions of the community :client system or .constituency, (9) ..
assumptions regarding interests of community subparts, (10) conception of pUblit
interest, (I I) conception of the client population or constituency,: ini..(I2)
conception : of client .role. in addition. Roththan sugge-sts thr.ee variables for
personnel:. agency type, practice positions, and professional analogues...

.Chin and Benne, while not addressing .themselves specifically -
development. outline three general strategies for change and.the assumptions upon
which .eacti is based;5 The choice of :one of these strategies -- rational - empirical,"

.normitive-reeductitive. or .power- coercive depends on assumptions concerning

;Jack -Rothman. "Three Models of Community 'Organization Practice," in Stiate,gies of
Con:Inanity Organization: A Book. of Readings, Fred M. Cox et al. (Eds.) (Itasca, Ill.:
Peac-*1..c PubliSliers. 1970). pp. 21. 2425.

'Hans B. C. Spiegel, "Changing Assumptions About Community Change; .:loOrnal of the
;Communit Development Society. 2 (2) (Fall 1971), p. 14. .

.'Robert Chin and Kenneth 0..Benne. "General Strategies.fOr-Effecting Changes in Hunian-
ystems.".in. Tht: Planningof change. yarren Bennis col. (Eds.)(New YOrk: Holt Rinehart..

and WinStOn,.T96J
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the nature of man, poWer relatibriships., and,the attitudes and Value.:Systems of the, . .,.
clients.

. .

Morris.zthd.Binstock also suggest:.a three -fold division of the field of community
planning and ChangeWOUidlake place through (I.) iriOdifying:hUMan
attitudes and behavioral Pa tternSihrough'educa tional or othei'Means,(2)altering.
social conditions by changing the..policies of formal organizations:Or (3)effedling
.reforms to major legal and functional systems of a society. fi

.

. .

. .

Change, therefore, is What. cOmMunitY. development is atlabout,and there arethree..
. .

basic types 'Of change: (I) evolutfonary ehangc;12) .accidentiil eharige, -and (3) .
change. 'Evolutioriary.:::ehang,c occurs in 'the haturaI proec,ss'of eyents'."

People are born and they.die. Roilses.ure,needed for people,to. live.in and.they..get
NeW.institutiops.COthe into being and are maintained. These type,s of -change

are not rt.) be yiewed as-Oommunity'deyeloPment. They .are what May.' be ealled
develoPalerit "in .the natu.Mf,Cour'se,Of events.r'

Accidental change change : which. occurs as the result of an unplanned
happening. Forces Orgailized for one' purpose may produce unanticipated
consequences in ..another area. For. exarnple;, as a; result of meetings designed to
ericourage and bring about rural zoning, residents may organize a clean-Up
campdign. Or an unplanned' event. may result in an unklanned change of quite'
another miture; a race riot might,,for exarriple, produce increased suppression.
Again, these types of development or change would not be considered community
developrrient in our definition of, terms.

Platiped change may be seen as the result of an organized direct intervention in a
human system in order to achieve known and specified goals. It is this type of
change with which our authOrs are conCerned. It isThe belief zindiassumption of
both the'editors'and authOrs that planned cohange is more desirable than either
evolutionary or accidental change. Furthermore, it is assumed that,planned change,.
or community development.' can and does occur. '

Differences of Approach

Although alL of the following chapters are predicated on this assumption of the
desirability of planned change, the selected approacheslire not the same. As might.
be 'expected, the six apprbache/s to community development reveal some areas of
agreemtnt and some areas of diffdrence. For example, there is unanimous concern
for disseminatioh.of information and for group action; whereas difference's revolve,
for the.most part, around sequence and/or chronological order and temporal
emphaSis.: .'

bRobert Morris. and 'Robert. H. Binstock, with collaboration of Martin 'Rein, .Feasihle
Planning fur Soda! Change (New York: Columbia University Press, 1966), pp, 3-24,

f



APPROACHES TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The six described approaches suggest a changing attitude toward the definition of
community. Generally, the authors acCtipt a locality -based concept but further
include shared interests that may extend well beyond area boundaries.

Carys, for example, emphasizes three distinctive features of the community
approach:, (I) populad or broad-based participation, (2) community as an
important concept, and (3) the holistic nature of concern. In comparison,Thomas's
chapter, although not ignoring these features, places heavy emphasiS upon the
"special problem" as the target for resolution. Thomas illustrateshoW a common
interest in a parti6llar, probleme.g,, watergoes beyond the limited locational
criteria of community.

McClusky's chapter is a logical follow-up to those of Cary and Thomas.._
McClusky's thesis is that the right kind of information, applied by knowledgeable
participants. at strategic junctures, can make a difference in community
development.

Evensen reveals a growing concern among agencies .and institutions in the
application of luasi-experimenta I design to community development activities.
Not surprisingly; the strategies and behavior he describes are familiar to the Cary-
Thotnas-McClusky presentations.

1Abshier emphasizes the differenCe between a true experimental program and a
demonstration. The experimental approach seeks answers, whereas the

demoristration approach is based on a belief that the answers are already available.

Salmon and Tapper discuss a dynamic approach: that of power-conflict. Their
thesis is that the locus of power is a-force in community development, and that the
traditional definition of power must be broadened in the context of our complex-.
technological* society. They explore the meaning of power in the community
development process today.

The Legacy of Alternative Approaches

The approaches described in the following chapters are illustrative of the major
thrusts Olcommunity. development in the United States during the.? 713s. Under the

rubric of community development, hospitals have been built, urban ghetto projects
initiated, and industry recruited. Paper drives, antilitter campaigns, anq riverfront .
beautification hale received attention,. along with job improVement and the
extension of health services. Volunteers hhve joined profes..siotials. Universities and
colleges have become increasingly. involved. In a field marked by so much variety,
the editor. feel that the students and practitioners of community deVelopment.
should not eny themSelve's the richness that diversity of approach, both conceptual,
and operationtil, can provide. . .

1Y
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THE COMMUNITY APPROACH
17,

tee J. Cary

The communitiaapproach to community development encompasses at
least three distinctive features: (I) popular or broad-based
participation, (2) community as an important concept; and (3) the
holistic nature of concern. Much of the, early experience in the
community approach took place in towns and small cities, and in

,neighborhoods within larger communities. Five major assumptions
that have particular. relevance for the community approach are
discussed. Advantages include increasing the participation of people in
local decision making and action, viewing local issues holisticalty
rather than fragmentally, and bringineabout changes that are

. understood, Supported, and carried out by 'the people involved.
Disadvantages include the possible limitation of 'this approach to
relatively small communities, and the decreasing importance of
territorial anchorage as a determinant of social participation. The
community approach continues to represent much of what is identified

. as community development.

Of the various approaches to community development, perhaps the community
approach is most synonymous with the basic process we identify 3s community
development. The community approach is based on the participation of a cross
'section of the people-in a particular Idea lity.Erriphasis is on the fullest participation
of citizens in determining and solving their own problems through democratic
,procedures and indigenous' leadership. Rothman uses the term "locality
devehipmerit," , in place of community development`,. to identify' purposive
community change "pursued optionally through broad participation of a wide

9 15



10 APPROACHES TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

spectrum of people at the local community level i al determination and action."'
Popular or..broad-based pa rticipationis:certainly one of the Unique features of the
community approach.

Coupled with this is the concept of locality, a geographical baSe for participation:
While social participation is _less locality - oriented, locality is still functionally
relevant in the identificatio.n of a community as distinguished from an "interest

.
. .

As. Sutton points'.Put, the concept of "community" involves not what is 'local to;'
but rather what is 'collective for' a resident poPtilation."2 It is more. enduring than
an interest 'association and less specific than 11 geopolitical Unit: The focus is Ori.
unit-loyalty, collective identity, and place) Biddle uses a functional concept of /
.community when ,he describes, it. as "whatever sense of the local common good
citizens can he helped toachicVe,"4 The definition, thus; is based on the interaction

...Of people% on collective' lidhavior, and on shared interests and concerns within a
spatial. context.

. .
4

A third unique feattire of the community apps is the holistic nature otoncern.
"lhe coMmunityaPproach canienCompass a wide, range of problems and Ebncerns
(o'er dine (but not at one time). Dunham lists as a general characteristic that

.

'Community deyelopmentiS concerned with the total community life and the total
needsof the community instead of anyone sfieciitlized aspect, such as, agriculture,
business; health, or education." This has particular impact when one considers the
community approlich to the process. This view of the community as a whole, rather
than a subconimunity or segmeilts of the community, is bask' to the community
approach.

. 1

.
. .

The holistic approach to the .': community and its concerns; the. concept of
community as shared interests atidCollective action within a place-related context_
and' popula r participation in the process, are the three distinctive features which set
off the community approach froM4ther approaches to cornmunity, .development.

-

'Jack Rothman, "Three Models M. COnimunity Organization Practice," in .Strategies of
Community Organization: A. Bod,: of .Readings. Fred M. Cox et al. (Eds.) (Itasca, Ill.: F. E.
.Peacock Publishers, 1970), p. 21. . ' qc

!Willis A. Sutton, Jr., "The Sociological; 'Implications of the Community Development '
Prtri6s;::jil Community' Development As aProcess. Lee J. Cary (Ed) (Columbia: University
of Missouri Press, 1970), p, 59. .

'Ibid.

4William W. Biddle and Loureide J. Biddle, The Community Development Process: The
Redikovery of Local Initiative (New York: Holt; Rinehart, and Wiiision, 1965), p.

5Arthur Dunham, TheNew Community Organization (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1970),
p. 172. With permission of the ptiblishe. .
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Participation

.. . .
. .

. . .

Communi y*velopment is concerned with 'all o( the petiple of'a community, and
this conceri uirest he, fullest 'participation. of peo.pletn. t he decision - making and
action process. Participation is kept.as openas possible so people can enter or leave
the process in terms of their own needs and-iriterests. The proc4scontinus over -'
time and diftereot peoi3le are apt to make different contributions at various stages
in' the process. Stated anothe way, various skills .and :needs are called. for at
different times by the process. (?en helps to meet the participatory .
heeds of both the people and the process. Einally-,-effort is Made to involve as many
people as posibie. The purpose is not numbers alooe; Nut to bring together as Many, .

different ideas; interests, and concernsas poSsible: in order to reflect the roll range
of the community., ; '........ - .

. -
4 .

To pa pate means to share
:

in common With others.. It means a share in decisi"ons
titimit goals and objetives, about whats.hould be done. It also means shared action.
Diinham supports the view "that community action be -based primarily on the
unforced consensus of the community, or the participants, ratherithan on the.
promotion °la predetermined program by a group or organization either inside or
outside. the collamunity."' Arnstein,: in '"A 'Ladder of Citizen Participation,"
discusses various degrees of participation ancl raises serious questions about the
intent and. value of-certain types of parficip'ation.7 Tho.se who throw up their ha nds
at the. thought of popular participation, find are concerned about the possible
outcome... should consider change effOrts which have taken .place, without
participation, and examine the questionable, outcomes of such efforts." Urban
reawal is only one such example.

. "
. .. ..

Participation, then,nicansopen, popular, and broad involvement of the people of .

the community in decisions that.affect their lives. As Warren has indicated, it means
"the delib'erate attempt by community people to work together to-guide the'tiiture
of their communities."' There are,, however, some problems associated with
participation which need to he mentioned, In our. mobile society, a number of
people may lack, identification with any aspect of community. In such instances,
community issues and concern; may not seem relevant and important to them:
Even where identification is stiOng, moreover, only a small percentage. of the
citizens participate in any way, / bey.ond voting, in community activity.

Ptbid.. P. 173.

'Sherry R. -Arnstein, "A Ladder of Citizen Participation." Journal of the American Institute
of Planners. 35:4 (July 1969), pp. 216-224.

f
,Robert C. Anderson 'Our Educational Model of Participation Examined," Journal of the
.Community Develop nem Society (Fa11.1970). pp. 79-88

.

'Roland L. Warren': /hi, Cmizunity in America (Chicago: Rand McNally. 1963), p. 20,

1 "1
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While limited particiPation may- bi a _cause for concern; full participation would
also create problems. Although broad participation is sought, if it did developthere
.would be serious prdblems concerning the effective' involvement of people in the

process, Ross suggests. t.bat"if, we are realistic we will not seek tp"'assert or to
encourage eveIyone to participate in everything. This is obviously impossible:: 10
Elsewhere in the same article he 'points out that, because,ofour complex modern
society, "it is not easy to idehtify the point at Which the individual can effectively
Firticipiite."11

l'io'ficipatton, then.. is as inclusive as possible in the community-approach to
eommunitwdevelopment. but there are difficulties. Lack Of identification with the
community. difficulty in finding the point at which participation can be effective..

. and limited participition as the general pattern, all present problem., Beyond this.
there are no satisfactory answers.as to how large numbers can participate effectively
or find satisfaction in such participation. The resolution of these problems may. lie

in thesttuctitke of participation in modern society. The community approach- will
continue to emphasize popular participation, but greater attention mustbegiVen to
ways in which people can make the greateSt contribution. through their
participation,

Community

The concept of community is elusive yet central to the cdmmunitrapproach. We

assume that the horizOntal mobility .of people will continue and, theiefore, the
number of families with deep roots in a particular community will to

".'decrease. We are also aware that the size and complexity of many of our
communities today make it difficult to identify the community, or to identify where

and how one can participate in decisions affecting the community. Warren points to

the fiiet tharrnany problems are not accessible to solutiOn on the community
and many' decisions of mportance to the commIhity are' made outside the

community.!'- When we are'liwti re of these difficultieS., hOW do we'arrive at a useful

definition of community " More importatitis there,valitedn attemptingting tOestablish
1,

such i definition?
. . . .., ..,... ..

,.

We can agree that a strict locality base of- participation is ittcreasingly'lesSviable in
community develop.mentwork.. We can also identify a PuMber'oi.locality-.-relevnnt
functions that, callfordeeision 'Milk ing and'actiori':at theloci'l I' communitY level)!

We eanikiq to this a shift in acial_pitrticipatitinlfdriaiilocatitybnSe to an'ipterest

10tvluit G. Ross. "Cornmunity ParticiNtion," .70(er/7as/in/al Revie.ty .Coinntuity
DevelopWautt, 5 (1 960). p., I

. ..

"Ibid., pc 107.

'= Warren, 77r Community in

pp..167.=208: .

it
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base, andjecognitiOn that different issues and actions involve differing clusters of
people. With acknowledgement of these points; the need still exists fora functional
definition of community that is central tb community development:

. .

. The. concept of community aids fus in understanding community. development
because.':of its focus on interrelztted actions. The process we call community
development is made up of a series of interrelated actions'which-help Mi'define and
redefine the community.. Wherever we have to cluster of people with:some shared
iitteresL and interaction among these people over time, we have the essence of

. community. That. this Concept' of coMintinity may in some instances coincide with
anaotual geographic community is incidental.

The Holistic Approach

Nnce the community development procesS1S directed, so far as poSsible, to the "felt
:. needs" of the community, any need or concern of the community may be the focus
. of the process. An approach which begins with special needs or interest areas that

arc already identified, imposes special needs or interests on the community; and in
so doing limits thepitrticipat ion that may follow. In modern, complex society, there
are increasing pressures from above (e.g., "packaged" national, programs and offers
of money or other resources to carry out certain activities) and pressures from the
local community (e.g., special interest groups) to abandon the holistic concern in
favor of specific programs and projects..While it is increasingly difficult to be open
to a wide range of community nefds and concerns, such openness is basic tos 'broad
participation.

Inclusive participation is related to holistic view of community life and
community needs. The broader the view of community,the greater the potential.
participation of the a in L munity decision. making-and action, The major
variable, of cour is time. Nocom unity development program can ,work on a
wide range of to oncerns and invo e large numbers of people at one time, but
rather over time. The e may be relatively, brief periods of extensive/participation
(e..g.,"d tiring at community self-survey or a voter registration campaign) and titims
when a number:of needS are under study :(when a priority list of community
concerns is being developed), but generally the process is focused on one or a few
particular goals. and only persons with inte'rest in those goals are active
participants.

In an age Ohm:I-casing specialization and compartmentalization, and with a view to
the dysfunctional aspects of these trends, the holistic approach deserves particular
attention. Part of the rationale for specialization is the complex nature of life'and
the need to focus on some manageable part of the whole. Perhaps the gains in
specificity are more than offset by the loss in relatedness and cohesion. The holistic
view attempts to focus on a part of the whole in a different way: by functioning
broadly at the Itical level, but interacting witPt the larger society, and by taking on
one or a very fcwatoncerns at a time. Some of the more recent federal programs have
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made an effort to locallink up with communities on the basis of the general needs in

a specific area rather than in terms of a Specific program for general application.

HistOtical Development

The history of community development in the United States is- essentially the
history of the community approach to the process. Much of the early experience in,

community development centers on 'small towns and on neighborhood _efforts

within larger communities. A wide range of community needs are identified and

become the focus of the 'process. Participation iegenerai and as -broad-baged as

posiible. Raper notes that:

American ancestors of community developMent include frontier mutual-aid practices, local

gdvernment, private and pu,blic programs designed to encourage grass-rootsprosperity, such

as farmers', cooperatives, the Agricultural Extension thd'Indian Service, and the work'

of the Farm Security Administration, especially in the South from the mid-20's to the early
40,04 .

In terms of the principles and philosoPhy of the comm1unity approach, community

development is a very old andwell-established way for people to, deal with common

concerns. With respect to particular skills, ways of organization, and an emerging,

field of professional Rraetice, harwever, community development is' a .recent

phenomenon. Using contemporary concepts and terminology, the history of the.

community approach in the United States can be divided into two time periods: (1)

the early experien , with an emphasis on rural-development which began in the

early 1900s and c ntinued into the 1930seand (2) the later experience which began

in the late .1930s, with particular emphasis on social reform. A third .period is
beginning to emerge/ with increased. attention directed at community control on the

one hand, and decentralization on the other, Coupled with this thrust is a growing

interest in neighborhood corporations which offer a new organizational structure

to carry out the community approach.

Early experience in the community approach is identified with Cooperative
AgriCultural Extension work, community adult education and extension programs,

the cooperative movement, community betterment efforts, and' neighborhood

improvement associations, to cite a few examples. Extension workers and
community adult. educators provided the role model of the worker, and rural

sociologists supplied much of the theoretical basis for the process. Char-
acteristicallY, early' community approach efforts worked with relatively small
population groups, strove for consensus, and undertook projects which could be'

completed in a brief period of time and with tangible results. Swezey and

Honigmann not that, "Perhaps more than anything else, technical assistance to

American farmers and other rural folk, under the United States Government's aegis

. "Arthur F. Raper, "The Role of Pilot and. DemoMaration Projects in Comm-nay
Developnient Work," C01711)1Upity Development Bulletin, 2 (September 1956), p. 30.

n
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set the pattern for emerging community development programs inthelinited States
and, .later, abroad."15

Later experience, beginning in the late 1930s reveals. an increasing emphasis on
social reform. Specific examples include:. (1) 'the power-conflict approach, such as
Saul Alinsky's Back-of-the-Yards organization fotinded in Chicago in 1939;(2) the
work of settlements and neighborhood centers.in'neighborhood organizations; and
(3) the.new federal programs involving citizen participation at the local community
level, including .the Preside'nes,COmmittee on Juvenile Delinquency (1960, the
Economic Opportunity Act (1964), and Modatities (I 967.).. ln-each of these, the"
emphaSis is on social reform rather'than on building or vimpfling community
Iiicilities,as wits. characteristic of eiirlier experience. '

An *emphasis on community Control is developing through Such structures as
neighborhood development. cOrporations. The objective here:is the actuakcentrol

'of. local services and facilities by the .people in a local area. Early effortg Were
directed toward public education, but more recent attention has been focused on
police, fire, and other local public service. Arnstein seesstich.community control.
as the highest rung on' "A Laddei" of Citizen Participation."?

In each-of the thrce time periods described, inclusive. partieipation' at the
community level on a wideyange of local issues. and concerns is a common theme.
In lam the emphasis on what Russ refers to as "mass-based organizations" has
tended to increase, and highlights the pariiCipation: of large numbers ofJocal
residentSio the-process:11 The definition of community has become more explicit,
with specific boundaries for planning and action areas designated by community..
action agencies which are funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity, and.. by
City 'Demonstration Agencies under Model Cities. The rapid increase 'in
neighborhood . or community development 'corporations has also led to. the
establishment of definite community boundaries. The holistic approach has been
limited some-what-t-o4o4a-l-i&s-ues of social reform; but, generally, the characteristics
of the 'community approach have been and are major ingredients in .community.
development efforts in. this country.

The Literature

Our taskis to qtr ct thoke assumptions, oh.aracteris 'cs, and philosophical point's
s%that have pa rticula elevance for the community .a proach topic process. Some of

these assumptions will be shared with. other cripim pity development approaches.

curtis Swczcy and John J. Honigman,"American Origins of Community Development,"
International Review of Cotinnunity Development. 10 (1962), p. 165. .

1,Arnstein, "A Ladder of Citizen Participation," pp. 216-224..

"Meryl Rums, Citi:enPowerand Social Change (New York: Scabury Press, 1968), pp. 68269.
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Nevertheless, they will be included here because.of their particup. application to
the community approach.

Dunhitm lists 14 general characteristics of the process and four have particular
relevance:

[I.] Community development is concerned with all the people of the cAmunity rather than
any one group or segment of the population.

.121 .Community development is concerned with the total community life and the total needs
of the commugity. . , .

[31 Corimtunity development.is based upon the philpsophy of self-help and participation by
as many members of the community as possible."

[4] In'eommunity development, direct participation is normally open to practically any .

community to participate. IS .

Bilinski
.

.

discusses a number of dimensions or concepts distinctive to community ,
development, and again several have particula i. relevance for the community
approach:.

[I] As a democratic process, it pronIotes the diffusion of decision-making power. This
recognizes that'the right to make decisions is to exercise power; it emphasizes the
-principle that those who have a stake, in the community, those who are affected by
community change, should have a right to participate actively in.the process of selecting
and managing t ha t. change,.

[2] It promotes self-help. placing major reliance upon the local group for mobilizing and
using the resources of the community.

It promdtes and emphasizes the virtues of participation by individuals and cbmmunities
as hating an inherent valueicrt from any product or objective toward which it may be

.difeetcd.

[4] It views du: veal .conantmityas the basic unit for planning and development.

[5] It views the community as possessing wholeness)"

1 he holistic nature of the community approach rests.on five major assumptions:
. .

.. . ,

(I) No need 01: issue in the community is outside the purview of the community
development process. Anything of interest or concern to the people can
become the focus of their, combined efforts to bring about change.

INI)unham, the New Conan:mitt Orkani;ation. p. 172.

p. 174. .

2012usscll Bilinski, "A Description and Assessment of Conn-I-tunny 1)evelopment," in Selected
l'o.spvt,tivcs.lin. Conant:114r Rrscarret, Des.elopment.l.uthea. Wallace ct al. (Eds.)(Raleigh:
North Carolina State University, School of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Agricultural Policy
Institute, 1969). p. 171 . .

22.
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(2) No group or cluster of individualS can be excluded from '.potential
Artieipation the proceSs. Whether intentional or not, to that extent the
community approach loSes its holistic outlook. The concerns of a'particulat
group may not come to light if that groliii has no voice in the proceSs. While
everyone cannot partieipate,'eVerygroup or aggregation can at least have its
concerns dxpressed and considered.

(3) Successful community development is directly related to the degree to which
the wideSt potential participation is provided. Skil broad 'arid in-depth
participation is cited ly one of the unique characteristics of the community
approach. This third assumption is supported by Itim.g. view:

Man grows and fulfills himself as he participates in the regulatioh of his own
life .. ...unless man so participates, he becomes entirely subjected to the WhiM of forces
whi6 leave him socially and politically isolated aAd his life meaningless . . without
such participation, democracy has no life or vitality..."

Bloomberg adds that:
.1-

There are no major forMal organizations in the community 'which'have as.a central
function the cultivation of citizenship. No institutional sector is devoted primarily to
motivating participatihn in community affairs, developing the needed skills among the
citizenry, and facilitating and organizing their involvement and participation 'in .the
recognition, definition. ,tind resolution of community problems-and issues. With the
exceptions of elections and referenda, our ideology of local democracy would therefore'
seem to depend for its implementation more upon-an informal and alwayS, emergent
organization of community. members 'than upon the formally organized institutional
sectors."

The community approach would appear to wor toward formalizing citizen
. participation in community affairs.

(4) An issue or problem can best be resolved by taking into account the total life
and needs of the whole community.

(5) The holistic approach is essential to community development, because so
. -

many problems are complex, because the focus, a specific problem is
frequently limiting, and because a particular interest may leave out much of the
community. Biddle notes that "Though the process starts with aTeW pule
and continues through the actions of smaBgroups, it is holistic.. it Seeks a

'Murray G. Ross, Community:Organiiation: Theory and Principles (New Yiirk:;Harper &
Brdthers, 1955), p. 89. . . , ,

4 ,
. .

"Warner 'Bloomberg, Jr., "Community Organization," in Sch' y Problems: .4...11odern
Approach, Howard S. Becker (Ed.) (New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1966). p. 374.
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, .!local wholeness ihaatieltides'itll people.;;All.fact ions." 23 BilillSk i refers to "the
: :importztnce of the 'proeess of integrating the'diverse parts hit() a harmonious

.

.Whote,c9tinnu nity."2 4 There are', inTact. several aspects.of w hgletiess t ha t,need
:":tc) be noted:.i(A) viewing the community as turtdc., ur of various: pztrts,.. .

...' subgroups anti factionS, tint also:possesSing. a wholeness; (h) realizing the
integhttedness And interdependency of community pioblems., and the value

4of a broad, integrated.approitch to their t;olution; and (ci'witlingness to be
..." concerned, over timc!with it :wide range of COMM un it); needs insteadofztny one

specthI,need. : ,

A CaseSpudy

Kea St: illitstra0i;n1will tht;cominunity an. prow: h in' practice. "pc example
.

concerns a :sniall community to the and invOlves A community
dev.elopmentiwt'n'ker who isA niembet`:ol: statewide extension staff of a land

,. grtint university. The case, tal(en,frop 'Theini' anclP.racticii of Copmninify.. . . . .

1.).evelopin(qtt. by Dotutfd'1,ittrell, elettrly demonstrates both broad participatiOn
and Jhe. hotistie 'view, of the. cOMMunity.25 ft:has. been re,Vised...:4nd !shortened ,for

inelusion

: . .
.

A group of eitize6 in g community of 3400 asked a community development workerto come
to-their, eitY council meeting, to discuss the problem they were having with the town's water
system. The Worker' agreed Mid requested that the. city'council ask other Ninepibers of the

-community to attend the meeting too. A date was sei and the necessary arrangements were
made. 4. :

the evening of the meeting, 17 menl'ind the community development worker Were.present.
mayor of the town chaired the meeting. He introduced 'the 'community development

Worker and- explained the- purpose of.-the meeting., lustead of Brunching into a general
piesentzition on community...development, the worker asked thar:the.:Vrater. problem be
explained so that he could iinde.rshind4 he situation. The technical prOhiein was.Silti'ng of the
litp. The human problein.wzis pat people did not Want to for.-a-neWsystenn.

The comiunity developmat worke,rexplained that he watt iniOginect but, had worked with
citilens on a widely of.pioblemS which' w'ere similar in nil th,re..He iisked why people did not
want to pay for a new system. He was told of other intiire4S;:ilile'hpeople.had and the laCk of
un*dersuind.ing of various community problems...The:winler asked if therewere problems
other than. water, He Was assured that there we,re..Throughoo the discussion: people whO
were not present were mentioned. usually in the context of aeommunity interest other than"
wilter parks, jobs. hOusing. Schools)'.The community.devetopment worker asked if these

"Biddle and Biddle, The Conynynity DevelopMent Proce:c.v, p. 74.

!'Bilinski. "A Des"criPtion. and Assessment :Of Community Development, p. 173.
_ .

25Donald WrLattrell.: The Theory and Practice ()1* C'oMmunity Deveh;pment (Columbia:
University cif Missouri. ExteillioaDivision, 1970). a .
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, .

,J
HpeoPle were\.interested in the ovt>raH community, tind if the wziter. problem and whatever

solution was devised wo.uld affect them, The reply was that parks need water, as do:houses and
schbols. The worker asked if these people and other interested citizens should be tisked to a
conference to discuss the total ediumaity. This was agreed upon.lbe next question wits, who
should be asked. The worker pointed :Out that all people have a 'stake in community, and
that one of the principles of demticracY-and community development is that no one is denied
access to the decision-making prOcess. . - -

,

',- When the first community with. meeting was held, 69 people came. Ttui mayor explained the
Purpose, stated that he was p csent to learn, and introduced the community development
worker. The worker pointed o i several different areas of concern that had been voiced by the
people of the confinunity and Men asked for other concerns. The concerns' mentioned
included Water. comMunications..parks, highways and streets, schools, housing, and jobs.

.

Alter listing -these concerns, it was suggested that the group brettk into tedsrtia II groups to
discuss the various needs. After 30 minutes, it was obvious from the intense conversation that
eonicierable..interest had be e'rf crettted. When the group reconvened the major concerns were
ranked:in the following order: communications, parks, housing, overall Organization, water,
schools, and jobs.

. . :

At the second community-wide' meeting. 72 people attended. The 'events of the previous .
meeting were reviewa, since some of the 72 had not been at the first meet ing.lbe Community-
deVelojiment' worker pointed'out how each of the needs was related to others, and that it was
impossible. to concentrate upon one alone without affecting the total commithity. It was
suggested that ,people work on those areas in which they were most interested, and that
representatiV;ek from' each interest group :meet together as a steering or coordinating
committee. Ii was also pointed out that resources people could he secured to relate to the
various groups. -

The interest 'groups, started by securing information thd data about their present situation.
These 'data were shared with as many people as possible. One of the most active groups was
concerned with curl-Ninny cOmninnications. A wecklynewspa per; a new profit-making
enterprise, was established and distributed to all houschords: Other results appeared. A park

.vva,s, established, street and highway improvements are in progress, an overall community .

organization has been-developed, housing has been improved, the quality and number of jobs
has seen increased, and the water system has been reconditioned.

.

In commenting on this case,'Littrell notes that "not only are projects undertaken of
major importance, but also 250 people have been actively involved in creating an
improved enyirothirient. Due to these processes of study, planning. ad actiOn, these
people have become more competent in dealing with their environment in a
democratic ma nner."26

17,

9
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Advantages and DisadVaritages

As with any apprdach there are advantages and disadvantages.Itis impbrtarrtto
'identify these so that the community approach can be employed in those situations'
.where 'inclusive participation and the holistic view have a high:priority.

With emphasis on local residents in the piodess, the advantages";
incInde:....(l.). increasing the "participation (both-in amountakd kind) of people in,
local decision making and action'; (2) bringingabout changes that are tinderstobd,

stipported, and carried out by the people; an S(3) providing .PCople with' training
s

and 'experience in derriOcratie decfsionmakingThndaetion at the-lacal le'vel.

With emphasis on the holisticapproach, the,advantages include: (I) viewing local
issues holistically 'rather than deVeloping a fragmented approach to problem
solving; (2) seeing the interrelatedneSs of problems and the need to develop both
cooperation: and consensus; and (3) taking into account various factions and
subgrOUps, and their Problems,. concerns, and proposed solutions: In addition
Ohlin suggests several goals for extensive resident participation, and a broad

approach to issues.and problems:

to redistribute and broaden the bases of social power and the exercise of authority.... to
heighten the personal investment of members in the established social order to pravide an

arena efor the training and recruitment of leaders for
of

levels of organizational
. to promote a more flexible adjustment of major social institutions to the

distinctive life styles of the local community.2?

.With emphasis on community, the particular advantage is.amatter of scale. In the
community approach, the site for decision malfing and action is usually a town or
small city, br a neighborhood in a larger urban area. What is lost in the size of the

unit may be more than offset by the opportunity to involve many people in a general

approach to community needs. The community approach has particular
applielltion to action programs and planning units under OEO and Model.Cities,

and to' neighborhood development corporations,-under both public anthprivate

funding.

The disadvantages to the community approach are particularly noticeable when the
approach is applied in the wrong situations: It may, for example, be limited to
relatively small communities and t neighborhoods in larger communities, which
not only Inuits its application but eates additiqnal problems of coordinatibn and
relationship if a number of neighborhood efforts attempt a combined attack on
major urban problems.

'Lloyd E. 'Ohlin. "Indigenous Social Movements."' in Soc:ial Welfare Institutions :'
Sociological Reader, N. Zald Mayer.(Ed.)(NeW York: John Wiley .& Sons, 1965), p.181.

26
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The emphasis on community, moreover, comes at a time when the basis for social
participation is shifting from locality t6interest.28 Martindale and Hanson note the
decreasing importance of territorial-anchorage, and current 'stress, on common
meanings and values rather than spatial location.'' -'9 Moynihan indicates that the
sense of general community is:eroding, and a quest for specific community is
emerging."' Even. with a decreasing, emphasis on geography, the community
aPproach'still needs to identify with some concept of community. In today's world,
this appears to he a disadvantage, an .effort.tp swim against the current.

'Extensive participation in community affairs is highly valued, but participation by
if large number of.rieopie raises queStionSas-to how theSe people can be effectively
involved. in the community development process..In a .modern,:compleX society,
geneMl. participation is frequently of less importance than specific contributions by
highly specialized Volunteers. While large numbers of people may be needed to help
plan and .carry out a door-to-door community self-survey, most community work
can be.caried out by small groups .of competent people. Valu6 doesaccrue to the
individual in participation., bin unless' he sees the coNmunity value of his
partiCipation, he will not participate for Idti:g-Broad-based participation in our
urbanized society needs to be.reexamined.31 As Ross.indiciites:

The town hallmecting.and all its modern counterparts, is a very simpleanswcir to t he que-stion
of participation in the life of the commuility..UnfortunittelS". life is no longer;siinple:-. but has in
the past filly years changed radically. The old model is no longer appropriate.32

Finally, the 'holistic approach presents some potential problems.' There is a
complexity of different interests and different groups. and it-view that "everything
rckittis to ,everything elSe.'' to the extent that the holistic view 'may .make the
community. .development process :more difficult to carry out and add to the
problemS of organization. Even within a small community: the effortto strive for
community wholeness May makriffiarderi6 establish prioritie and agree on a
course of action. Without skillful guidance;, the process can stop before it begins,
because. the site arid complexity of the conimtinityproblems seem too great and
no one sees a religiniable way.to "get.a handle" on the problems.

Ihese disadvantages are viewed not as arguments against the community approach
but as cautions in the application of this approach to all community situations.

'`Warren. 71w Community in America; pp. 59-62.

21)on Martindale and R. Galen [Janson. Small Town and the Nation: The Conflict of Local
and Transleltal Forces (Westport. Conn.: Greenwood Publishing. 1969). pp. 11-16:

vDaniel P, Moynihan -(Ed,.).1 Toward a National Urban Polity (New York: Basic Books.
197(0).' p. 5.

'kAnderson."OUr Educational Model of Participation .Examined," rip. 79-88.
. !, .

. .

' =Ross. -Community Participation," p; 107.. li
. ..
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They also suggest areas in which additional theory and field testing are needed to
modify the community approach where necessary, and to add new insights to its
application:

CommuniCations Requirements

. The authors of Community Structure and Change define communication as "the
exchange of knowledge, skills, and attitudes among persons or among social
groupings: . . The major purpose: of communication in this sense is the
achievement of understanding between persons or groups, but whenever 'one
person or group desires to be understood by another person or group, the entire °

social process is involved.33 Mutual uridelstanding, then. is the major function of
communication' and the basic communications requirement in the community
development process. Without this, groupS cannot hope to underStand the issues'or.
Me:courses of action open to the:I-II More important, they cannot begin to develop

conscnsu without mutual understanding.

.

In addition tounderstailding, one needs to consider both themethod and structure
of communication. An effective communications process means an effective system
of interaction which leads to Wider understanding and shared values.:ln the
community approach, particularly.;this helpslo establish and broaden the sense of

.community. -Interaction among those involved in the process, opportqnity toarrive

important obj Ctives which must be reflected both in the methods which are
yat common , u derstandings, and 'ability to develop trust relationships, are

employed and in the structures which are developed.

;.
For .example, meetings and written materials account fOr much or our
communications efforts; yet limited attention is given to ways of improving our
present efforts or experimenting with newapproaches.. How can.people function
best in a group situation? While research indicates the advantages ofsmall groups
and informal-settings, we all too frequently work with large committees and groups
in 'highly structured situations. How thegroup allocates its time is ,central to its
effectivenesS; yet it is not uncommon for a group to follow routine agenda: More
effort should 'be made to set objeethies for each :meeting, and then to build the
agenda with the objectives irithind. The groupshould remain flexibleand be willing

to revise agenda when changes are to the best interest of the group's. effOrts.

i
. .

'Beyond the more traditional methods of communication are a range ofpossibilities

for the. community group. It should be remembered that much of the
.

communications proceSsis carried out indirectly. Through their inVolyement in the
community development process, people are also engaged in a communications
process..Self-surveys proVide a group with knowledge of communityattitudes and

:opinions on a wide range of concerns. Workshops and self-studies help to identify

"Lowry Nelson, Charles E. Ramsey, and.Coolie Verner, Community Structure and Change
,

(New York: MacMillan, 1960), pp..133-134.
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various interests and concerns and to establish areas of common understanding.
Small undertakings, and, pilot projects provide both first-hand experience and an
opportunity to understand what is involved in the implemenlation of group
decisions. Whatever methdds are employed, they should be structured to the extent
that' the community group, is clear about the purpose; direction, and potential
receivers of each communications effort.

in the community approach, it 'is important to develop and maintain active and
open communication among the participants in theprocess. It is equally important
for the organizatioh to have good communication with the. community. Not only ,

does.communication between. participants keep theM informed and interacting, but
it helps to build and strengthen mutual understanding and a sense of community.
.rhe relationships within the organization, and between the organization and the
community, are the key to effective communication. In the community approach, .

,much co Munication can he carried out through direct face-to-face confrontation;
which a ows for open discussion, questioning, sharing of attitudes, and
develop ent of skills in interaction.

.

4Much-P e strength. of a community 'development organization i's-ineasuredin(i t
.1.

terms of its ability to carry out its objectives. This ability is dependent in large
measure upon the acceptance of the AgarUzation and its ObjectiveS by the
community. Since at no time.is a majority Of the people of the community actively
involved in the community approach, the : ability to function rests on
communication and on mutual understanding. If this understanding is lost, the.

..organization becomes a minority voice,.a segment ofihe community rather than an
organization Of the entire community.. In'alicommunity development, but in.the
community approach ..in particular,. mutual understanding is the essence.of
communications and of -community. .. "--
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THE INFORMATION SELF-HELP APPROACH

Howard Y. MeClusky

The right kind of information applied by, knowledgeable participants,
at strategic junctures in the stream of community life can make a
difference in the direction and quality of living. The community. is here
conceptualized as a "systemic stream" which precedes, surrounds, and
continues after the Information Self-Help Approach (hereafter
designated as 1SHA) occurs; meaning that such projects are selective
entities indivichiated out of a highly complex and changing situation.
Participation is stressed not only because of its educative impact on
those participating, but because it is believed that the .knowledgeable
layman and/of professional can contribute "relevance" and
"credibility" to the processes and outcpmes of 1SHA.

TYpiCally, the introductory phase of IS HA is exploratory in character.
A following phase focuses on questions and selects responses to serve
as guides to a program of inquiry._ A final phase formulates
recommendations which are deSigned to achieve tentative or final
closure: It is suggested that recommendations can probably be
grouped into five categories for implementation. It is also suggested
that there are concurrent processes 4 feedback and emergence which
intermingle with and influence the preceding piocesses. ti

1SHA is probably most effective and relevant in the early "simmering"
Stages of the "career cycle': of a community problem. If guided-by
appropriate "ground rules," controversy can be a prodUCtive feature of.
ISHA,.especially in the formati'Ve phases of the coping process.

In the following presentation; we..pri5poSe to make a case for the educative use of
information as a viable option in the instrumentation of communitydeveloprnent.

25 3
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It Will he our thesis that the right kind of information applied at strategic junctures

in the stream ofcommunity life can make a difference in the direction and quality of

living. In the language of experimental design, the application of information will

he regarded as the independent variable and the improvement of community life
the dependent variable. An elaboration of four subject-areas orvariables is basic to .

the development of our thesis.

Variables

Participation
(

From the beginning: participatiOn'has been an indispensable feature in the practice

- and theory of community development. Participation leads to involvement, and
itiolvementleads to a better understanding of processes and issues. The result is a
strobger. ide.ntifitiation with and commitment to the implementation of decisions.

Partieipathin quickens involvement and spreads thellase of responsibility; it affects
the participants: EVen more important, the participants affect or contribute to
participation. By participants, we mean those knowledgeable persons, lay or
professional, who in their .capacity as citizens are attempting to contribute to

community tietterment.

`If we were concerned solelyaith the role Of information per se, we would be

justified :in turning to the ekplim with specialized knowledge rather than to the
citien whose store of information is more elementary. But them are a number of

reasons for b'elieving that the substantive input of the citizen participant may he as

valuable as that of the expert:

For one, knoWledgeahle -MeMbers of the local community should be in a favorable
position .fOr proposing agenda items affecting the welfare of the communities with

which they ,arc aequaintedz In their collectivity, and as representatives of the

community as a Whole, theyshOu Id also he able to view isSues: in perspective and

assist decisively in the determination of priorities. Possessing unique networks of

association with their reSpectiYe constituencies (formal and informal), they shou

have access to judgments and other data often.diffieult to secure. Having lived with

the, resUlts.ol''former deciskins, they should have more experience with which to

judge the possible impact of proposed measures. In summary, then, because °Nile ir.

loeatfon close to problem settings, they should be able to confer "relevance": on

projects of community development.
.

. -they should tils,6 add a dimension of "credibility." In our society of large-scale
bur6ueraticThrganizations (public and priN;ate). jhe. distance between the :maker

and consumer olideeisions is .widening. This is also true of relationsbetween the

expert and the layman; the communications gap is widening. The problem of

psychological distance'wohld more managea We if it arose sOkly out of a lack of
nsm iss-iOn, 'but the diffieulty.:lies deefier.)It reflects a lack of credibility, In too
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many 'cases; the run and file simply :d,9;tiot_tru-stWhat the expert and/ or top
..decisidri maker Says..... I t thiS juncture that.the..role of the citizen participant
beccirries6rtcia I. Ifa o.rnmittet: of t:ilizens theiS data'of its own, or endorSes data
collected bys'orneone-t:Ises the prAahility is greatly enhanced that fellow citizens
will accept the data.,/ . ' ' .

brief, on grounds.of bOth "releVance7 and ibility," the contribution of the
knowledgezible rticipzi 't() the.dLivelopmeilial,prbeess can be highly valuable and
often 'decisive.

The 6ninhiiith.Ohnen3hm

A second variable which isbasie to our concept is that of thecommunity dimension.
to he cominunitY-Orienled, it is not necessary that participation involve a large
number of p6rsons. Misled by the model of thC New England town meeting, many
people naively imagine that in. order fora project to qualify as an exaMple of
community developrhentalmOst everyone. must get in on .the act. Actually; and
relatively speaking, only a small. number do. It .is important, however, that this
number shmild. be representative, of the majoreletnents of the population. It is also
important that the opportunity to.particiPate be open to those who wish .tofdo so,
that the puhlie at large he kept informed, and that the project he accountable to the
community for its-hehavior. Although active part icipa tion.may not be widespread,
the Community dimension is essential for its validation.

What is meant by the .term "community "'? By '"community," we are referring to
people in a lOcality with potentially (if not delineablc boundaries; persons
interacting. %dill: one .another as individuals or groups in order to satisfy basic
persofiTil,social.and economic needs..-A community is both a system and a,st ream..
As a system..eis composed of mtiny interrelated subparts: as'a stream, it is in a
constant. process ()Falange, with a past ( history) and a f ufure (destination)as wellas
a present existence.

I he qstemic and streamlike character of a community canscarcely be exaggerated..
Whether it is an sonergence froni within,- or an :ifiterVention from' without, any

.episode or project Of community development is a highly se lective.unit
complexsituation that was:in motton.before the project startedand will continue in

. motion after theprojectetids. In fact, if the project lasts longenough,it is possible
. that the community will not be the same at the end of the prbject as iE was at the

beginning.

17,e. Rut! vl Ihfiwnichhni

A third Varia ble;requicing elaboration is the role of information in the processes of
community developMent. It would not be surprising to hear skeptical dissent from a
hard -nosed realist When information is proposed as a source of generative poWer:
lOrmovinga community toward a better"Condition. Such a realistcould list the
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ma nyinstances of control over local affairs exere ised by top-level a bsyn tee decision
makers in'governinental and:priya.te orgakizations. Even at the local level, he might
argue, an individual equipped with no more than information is no match for
persons.supported by powerful political and economic groups. 14 oreover, he could

pbint. to ,the extent to which activism and thilitance are domihating the
contemporary scene, thus indicating that the educative use of information .as an
instrument .of community ehifiage is 'out ()lame with the current zeitgeist. .

. ., .. . ..
.

. , .

There is antlernent of truth in the skeptic argument. But after pressure groups
haVe pressed, after the heat of confrontation has subsided and the smoke Of conflit
has cleared,the hard facts of a problematic situation have a way of reasserting
themselves. Few decisions based solely on pressure; rhetoric, or elevated .blood
pressures, arc destined to last long "unless they somehow correspond-rdughly to the
lactsn. the situation as' it really is.

I n in 'age . of. growing specialization, specialized knowledge,.:geared for .the
achieVernent cil needful gbals, is more and .more becoming it.source. of pi3wer..
Eviderfee in support of this view iniy-be.fotind currently in muhy quarters. The
growing.iiWzircness of the many foriris of pollution began as a rifogram of public
infiumution. The ni ultilaceted Mov.ement for consumer .prOteCtiOn can. also be
.traced to:the:dissemination of the results. of strategic research. The League or.

. ,Womeri VMers.is a godd ekiimpTe what the nainpairtisan use O}.. carefully
assembled information can accomplish. The-foregoing evidence may not sa t isfy;the
rigorous canons of behavioralseienee.. butit is familiar to linyone reasonably aware
of current affairs. In fact. it.suggests that the kind of inIbrmation,designed to

. support an attack on community problems miot be',a source of influence in
modifying the djrection and quality of ...orrrionit

...The Coping Prpuess .
. .

I tis commonly assumed that the IS H A is essentially problem-solVing in' character.
. But a strict and I itera lapplivtion ofthe problem-solving mode l. is misleading. It is

... misleading because projects of community .development. rarely embody st he full
m'range of .Dewey'S famous formulation which vent fro the first step of "felt need"

to the final step of solution. yrujectsof com !Tunny develoPment
may

start an
attack on a community problem and dropout tibSequeritly, or may enter the.

. proceSs after it has arisen from some other point of origin. A literal interpretation of
$ the term "problem- solving;' implies the achievement of a solutibn representing a

terminal degree of finality, which in practice is rarely attained and in. reality is -,

probably unattainable. M Ore specifically; such problems as housing, delinquency,-
child care, and iiiiing ----to use' our analogy of a strewth -have been,are no wand
will continne. to be. with us for .the foreseeable future.. However great the ...
improvement alOngthe Way, they ca n'never be regiuded as "solved." "Fhey are as

. continuous as life itself and will appear- and reappear. with varying degrees of
urgency and in varying patterns of manifestation. It is-more apprOpriatetnsaythat
the IS H. A is problem-oriented and that it attempts to deal With.; and hopefully,inove

3
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toward, the tentative resolution of some problematic difficulty. In this sense, it is

accurate to say that the ISH A is oriented to cope with community Problems, with

the goal-of improving community life.

Phases of 1SHA

Exploration

.The first phase or the ISEI A is generally exploratory,ia_chOleter..lt .commonly..
.

begins with an expression by an nd iv ichua For a group of some concern or deficit in

community living. The word "exploratory" is-used here because the ventilation of
concern is more or fesS' unstructured. People elleek their ideas With others hut have

as yerlemidefined goals in mind, and as yet no ad Ministra tii:e mechanisms to which
they can relate their. efforts. In brief,. this is a..period of probing .for common
interests, estimating. the probable avtlikibility of pOtentiat allies, clarifyibg ideas,

and testing the feaSibility.of pursuing concerns tea more advanced stage.

If this inRial effort is to survive, it must be based on a genii ine,nced thiMseapable.of

being documented. Unless a need does intri:ed exist, the fictitious nature of cOntern.

will soon becOme apparent, and it will,be impossible to attract the collaboratioribl....j..
to-workers in sufficientnum hers or with enough motivation to sustain a Viable

program orinquiry. .

. .

A second condition for survival is. that the need which pi-estimably does exiStis.

pe.rjeived by enough'people with Hie right kind of equipment. ln otherWordS; it Is

not sufficient merely to demonstrate the presen'ee of a need, but some person or

tom bibation.olPersons must become aware of the situa Hon and care. enough about

its improvement to enlist fellow citizens in doing something about it.

.....Foen'S on Working Questions'.
2,!

If enough people are sufficiently coMmittettit then beeonies necessary for the
diffuse character of the exploratbry period to give way to a more 'focused 'task.

search. Questions which were once asked in a speculative-and free-wheeling.:

manner., should become selective iii their phrasing and intent. They may not
necessarily pin the issues down to an unmodifiablc position, but they. should.
:prOvide guidelines for the direction of activities. They are; in effect, the "working
qtiestions" which will largely regulate the search for inforMation to he used in
helping.the community to cope with its problems.

.

Information. from ai variety of sources may he used for this purpose. One Obvious

source would he the opinion of people living in the community. This could be
Obtained from a sample of the population or fromselected subunits: The opinions

of. community residents will not necessarily constitute a complete and accurate

''iiictUre of community needs, since the separate persPectivesolsuch persons may he

-^ limited and Without access to reliable data'about the coMmunitv as a wb6le. Yet, as
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She actors and tkeultimate.clienvgin-tommunity living, community residents have
perception's which possesS a kind face validity rarely found in more impersonal .

sources at iniormation, I
'4

Anoth'er source of information would be the judgment of persons particularly
knowledgeable about the Problenis with which the community is attempting to
cope. These persons would generally. fall into two categories: (I) those who occupy

. leadership positions in agencies dealing.rwith..the problem, and (2) those whose
professions are based on keeping up with specialized knowledgein the field. In the
domain of health, for exampleAhe director of a public health agency wo Id. be. an
example .of the first category; while a specialist doing research and .t ching in .

. public health would be an example of the second.

Still another source of information would arise out of a comparison of local
conditions with state and national norms,. with special reference to the'problem
areas which are the object of study. It is fortunate that in many crucial areas of '-

community living such norms are available. Instances of congruence and/or
discrepancy between, local and national standards would reveal significant
information. .

In prpposing the use of community opinion, t he jUdgmehts of knowlecigeables, and
the use of state and national normscwe have been proposing a multifaceted census
lrfproblemsas a means of providing the empirical material out of which questions
may he formulated. At this stage in the IS H A, ctuestions should be validatedwithits.
much empirical data as po. ossihle, before they are adopted as guides for further.

egoo.
_

Selection of Responses

'Alter agreement has been reached on what questions should be asked, and after
some rough determination of priorities among them has been established, the next
phase consists of a search for appropeiate responses with which to deal with the
issues raised. The word "response" is' used in preference to the word "answer"
because "answer" implies a degree of finality that is rarely attained in. the
fluctuations of community development.

For our purposes, a response will be regardetias a project undertaken, a procedure
.emplojied, or a policy statement forrAulated for the'purpose of attempting to cope
with the problems toward which the questions are directed. Responses are atiempts
to provide tentative working answers to the questions which. are being asked.

Such responses-may be the product of a deliberative process in which informed
citizens,' aided by persons with 'specialized knowledge, are the key perforrhers. Out
of their 'Collective judgment, they may come up with proposals of their own
designed to meet thelocal situation; orsesponses may"bederived from a canvass of
the most instructive and '"copyable" experiences of other communities, It is -not.

-
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suggested that either a "borrowed. best practice" or a proposal generated
independently by the local group, if adopted, be regarded as a "sure fire" solution in
advance of applicatibn, but as a way of responding to the issues raised.

In addition to generating their own ideas, as well at reviewing the experience of
others, it is possible that members of a local group could sponsorthe-demonstration
of a mini-project as a means ofsecuring information in advance of more substantial
involvement in action.

Recommendations

To a large degree, the motivation tor an ISHA to community development sterns
from the fact that the ISHA is. task oriented. Persons taking part may not expect a
full-blown terminal closure a' s a reward for their effort, but they are usually
sustained in their, aotivities by a sense of achievement which they perceive as
representing progress toward some goal. There..comes a time, then, in the
community development process, after the questions have been asked and
responses have been propos'ed, when some.crystatlization of effort should take
place. It is a turning point, a kind of stock-taking, atime for pledging the outcomes
of earlier phases of inquiry. We will call this period the phase for making
recommendations.

Items appearing here might be grouped into a number of categories. First, a
'recommendation for action. This could be undertaken by an ad hoc structure
established of licitly for this purpose, or it could be assigned to an existing agency
or combination of agencies already in the business of working with the problem
with which the recommendation is concerned., Second, a recommendation for a
campaign designed to inform the general public about the results of the study and
what it means for the well-being of the community. Third, a statement of policy by
relevant agencies concerning the main issues covered by the.study.,Fourth; a
continuation of the project under ground rules and leadership that would improve
its performaace. Fifth, and finally, a recommendation for closing out the project,
with a provisitn that a record of its origin, operation, participants, and results be
filed with an appropriate agency (e.g., the public library) for future reference.

An ISHA is not necessarily committed to action per serbut it should be committed
to the type ofclosure that encourages follow-up and/or continuation. Community
development is a precious commodity and its outcomes should be shared with as
wide a portion of the community as possible.

_Concomitant ProcessesFeedback and Emergence

Discussion of successive and overlapping phases is something of an abstraction of
what actually takes place in the ISH A. What does go on while questions are being
asked, responses being proposed, and recommendations being made?

30
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From the start; as in all cases of complex human interactidn, a process of activity
and reactivity soon begins"to get, underway. An item of activity gives rise to or sets
off a react n, which in turn triggers an activity leading to a new reaction, and-so
forth. In this series of stimulus-and-response circuits, we encounter a classic
exAmple,of feedback. And, asin most cases of feedback, it tends to regulate the flow
of work. In some cases it may inhibit,, or restrain, or even stop what is being done; so
that the project may need to return to the beginning and take off in a new direction.
In other cases, it may reinforce what is being done so as to attract new resources,
take on new dimensions, and in general enhance file total operation.

Similarly, in the flow and?counterflow of community development, we are!often
likely to encounter some emergent which is totally &almost wholly new and 'which
did not appear in the original agenda of the project. Emergence may be a prucluct of
and overlap to a large degree with feedback. It is a new insight, new techniqUe; new
n:latioghip, new priority, and new commitment that adds a new dimension to the
working prqcess:

In brief', preordained plans and schedules may be necessary to Provide the minimal
Structure for keeping the diffuse operation of community development from falling
apart. Structure should always, however, he light and flexible enough toradjut to',
the impact of negative feedback, and supportive-enough to reinforce fresh ideas.anc11:.
directions that may emerge. in the developing process. In an educative sense, both.
feedback and emergent happenings may provide "teachable moments"which could
not possibly have been anticipated or programmed in advance. .,!'

Administrative Structure

.
The substance of the preceding discussioh, can -be placed in an operational
framework if a minimal.structure is provided for its implementatlon..

First, it is proposed that the project of omm 'ty development be subdivided into
feasible subtasks, and that these tasks. be undertaken by', ad hoc task force
ommittees. It is also proposed that membership on the committees be small and
he members he selected for their in terest,.competence, andwillingness to work, and

that the terms of theirserviec be .staggered in ordeeto provide for both stability and

, rend val of,personnel

Sec ) it is recommended that a steering committee (not too large) be established
and `composed of the'Chairmen of the task force committees and such other officers
as, may be necessary to manage its affairs. The major responsibility of the steering
committee, as representative of the community at large, would be to supervise and- .-
direct tfiL projeCt-as a whole.

A third ,element in the structure WoUld.,he.some mechanism for involving as wide a.
portion of the community as possible...This. might be a council of representative
citizens, with the participation of individual inembersa rge.. And/or it could,

;#'
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..
operate on the model of a town me tang assembly with which all the members,ofithe
community would be entitled to a filiate.

A Note on Clises

Difficultiegh CdmmunitY living do noi.suddenly arise outrof nowhere. They have a .

beginning, a latency: and a flUctuating rise andltil (thestred m image). They nay
simmer, subside,.reappear, accumulate, and heat up. And, in reference to the
future, they may have a critical potential. In graphic terminology, they nidy'be said
to have a "career cycle."

In earlier times and in many communities today, where change is slower, and mdre
incremental, by a process of trial and error mixed with improvisation, communities
haVe been able to develop strategies of endurance and to adjUSt to their dffficulties,
even if. they'could.not control them. But in many and even most communities, time,
is not being kind, On the contrary, change is occurring at an increasing rate,' and

-problems are now moving more rapidly into a Stage of crisis.where rational methods .
of coping are much more difficult to apply.

. .

This has enormous implications for the IS HA, whiCh can make its greatest impact
byvorking with problems in the early Or"siminering" stageS'of career cycles. It is in
this period that the educative use of information can. make the most productive
contribution to:the deVe,lopmental process. .

.'A Note on Controversy

Sometimes the IS HA is misjudged as largely a consensus approach to community
deYelopment. There may be some validity for this view in the later stages of a
project, when agreement by a sizable majority of thoSe concerned is necessary for
the implementation of recommendation. But it does not necessarily apply,.to
earlier periods: On the contrary, in thc_earlier, more formative stages, controversy

, .

can make highly valuable contributionS to the process.

For one, controversy can giVe rise to a wide range of data. Too often, a premature
call for consensus will reStiltein bypassing situations whichpeople with limitedyiews
would like to avoid. Controyersy is one method of getting all the facts out 'on:the
table for inspection 'by. everyone.

For another, controversy may haye an important diagnostic function. It can
providea forum for the presentation-of divergent views, the expression of which
will assist in the clarification of issues and determination of priorities.

Finally', it may be a useful source of 'MOtivation. Inertia and apathy are often the
most pervasive enemies of community. development. Controversy can-Sting the
lethargic into activity and often generate the degree of attention that a problem
merits.
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Under some circumstances, however, controversy can be more harmful than
contributive. To be productive, controversy should take place under such ground
rules as fair play, respect for the laws of evidence, and acceptance of widely
divergent views without fear of reprisal; and it should be contained within the span
of community toleration. Controversy should not, under norma Icircu mstances, be
avoided; with proper management, it can add significantly to the educative use of
information. In fact, the practice of controversy, could develop community
conlidence..and skill in dealing with difficult"hot" problems, which in the long run
could be the most viable contribution which an ISHA can make to the well-being of
community life.

AdVantages and Disadvantages of the ISHA

(1w:triages

The ISHA may be a financialbiteeontimical method for the achievement of
Communiry development tasks. Much.; ilnot most, of the work °laic ISHAis a
donation. It is service donated the lay volunteer without any agency
affiliation, as weiI as the service of Professionals donated on released time by
the cooperating agencies for whom the professionals work. ISHA is not more
costly in time than otherapproaches. might We. On the contrary, because of

contributed se-Vices.. ISHA requires much less financial outlay and is within;.
the financial competence of many more .communities than is generally

suspected.

.,ISHA often results in a better qUality of production,: because knowledgeable
participants close to the locus of problematic situationshave-aunique input to .

contribute in coping with community issues. They have usually had
acquaintance with other attempts at community problem solving. They also

have access to their ow ) formal iind informal networks of association. Stich'
attributes can lend "rel wince" to their input. Because of their rdle and image
as relatively unbiaSed r presentatives of the public interest, their affiliation...
with the community deli( lop merit project lends credibility to its processes and
results. All this shoUldincreaSe the probability of a better product.

ISHA often. leads to important unintorided.,outcornes which are highly
educative in chaiacter and which generally outlast the prOject itself. It may
devehip skills in coping with difficulties experienced by representatives of the
community as a. whole, which can be applied to similar situations when the,

occasions arise. ISHA may upgrade the -skills. otential of individual
participants. It may help them develop new skills and new 'networks of
pdrinership which will increase their value as workers in other efforts at
community improvement, ISHA may help both the iridividual'participants
and the community at large to.stockpilt skills and leadership resources, to be
reactivated when .some Provocative difficulty arises iii the future.

3a
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. . ISHA helps.de% lop a "senseOf community." Incidental to bUt an inevitable
byproduct of SHA, is the interaction that lakes place between various'
elements involved in.the project. One category of interaction occurs with int he'
group of working participants Thethselves. Out of this sharing of attempts to

.

1 cope with community proble'rns,there often ,emerges a sense of fellowship
which endures after project days. are over.

. . .

if

Another categUry.is..the interaction betweeragencies. As representatives share
. .

. .

a common interest in the welfare., of the community, new and favorable
relationships develop which disphice any ignorance or perceptual distOrtiod .'
which may 'have eXisted befOre.the"project began.
-'

aIn a final category are theinteractions of the project with the community at
, large. These occur in the course of informal contacts between the. participant

workers and the coramUnity in the reports of agencies to their respective
constituencies, and in the project publicity designed for thegeneralPd.blic. All
this tends to cultivate an intangible "sense ofCommnnity,"Which may go 'far . .

toward sweetening thb climate of community living. This intangible has often
. added substantial plusses to therelaebions between blacks and whites; labor and

management, rural and urbiin, young and old, conservatives and liberals-,nt that
is, between elements Lila community which typically move in different and

1, . ...bflen conflicting circles.

I. One disadvantage 6f ISHA centers basiCally around. the prOblem of
motivation. The manpower of ISHA iS7. usually composed of personswho.nre
already and cUrrently involved in .commtinitYgervice. The problem becomes-,
one of presenting an option Sufficiently attractive to involve these persons in

. the new and hopefully co dwelling aSignment.This is one of the reasons for the
use of ad hoc task force committees. The task,force can often be matched With
one: of .n participantss.'central interests, and because of its ad:hoc assignment
and the rotating features of itiniembership, it does not pledgethe participant
to the project as a.whole. but for an indefinite period of time. If he undertakes
only part of the total activity, and-knows that his term of service is intentionally
limited, the participant is more likely to .be .Willing and able to include the
project within his repertoire of obligations. Motivatiortis a Problem not only
in the' initial stages', of recruitment but alo, for the duratibn of the project.

ISHA catittio :Often end up by dealing with tasks of lesser importance; and
.bypass some of the urgent and more .basic problems of the community. In part.
beeause °clack of access to adequate resources; and because of costs in time
and effort, ISHA may settle for tasks which. are feasible but not necessarily
significant, In the view of the hard -nosed skeptic; .ISHA can be 'accused of
being trivial. In defense, it may be.aigued that a smallbeginning may become'
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the proving ground for skill and confidence that will lead gzeater
performance,'

In our swiftly moving, activist society, IS HA may seem slow in getting things
done. In general, the public and its leaders are task-oriented, and soon become
impatient with exploratory talk and study. The slow pace of ISHA does not
appeal to the aggressive kinetic types who want early results. Moreover, itmust
be.eonceded that there are instances ofecommunity need for which some other
approach to community detselopment is more appropriate.

LS II requires a level and sophaation of leadership wT c lei is often in short
:supply. iSH A. can usually perform more effectively if it.is assisted by the advice
of persons, wise in the sways of Community development; e.g., the guidance
usually available in the personnel of public service agencies. Competent local
leadership itself may be overworked or apparently unavailable, and such a
situation requires special efforts in the identification and recruitment of
potential leaders, tasks which in many instances add to the magnitude of the
ISHA.

A Self-Help Commimity ,Discussion Course

The course in question, given at the University of Michigan, and sometimesentitled
"How to Take a Look at Your Community," is composed of three divisions o
subject. matter. The first, although introductory, includes a revieW, of- the
community as a whole. The second, based on a census of problems, centers on the

.0 needs and issueg of community liking: The third attempts to outline, and if possible
rehearse, thesteps which might be taken to resolve the issues which the earlier stages
of inquiry have disclosed.

The course is designed for civic and organizational leaders as well as for citizens at. _.-
large who are 'interested in promoting the welfare of their community. Any
community group, or institution, or combination- thereof (i.e., a community
council, if one exists), interested in developing a more active and informed
citizenry, may sponsor the course.

Membership in the study gr4 ranges from about -12 to 50 persons. Up to about 20
in number, the group usually operates as a committee of the whole. When itis larger
it may operate as atingle group throughout the first and part of the second stages;
but the third stage is usually more effective if small task force committees are
'assigned to study the issues which .the problem census identifies.-

The, group,USually'meets for eight or y-nine (RoSsibl as few as six) sessions for two
hours per session, and usually once .a week, although this may vary according to
local circumstances. A member of the university staff takes charge of the first

.

. session for the purpose of explaining the course and briefing members who will lead
,silbsequent meetings: Leadership comes from within the group and rotates from
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session to session. In addition, members of the group have an opportUnity to gather
information between meetings; Although, this is optional for each person and
depelds on the nature of the problem.

i
.

1 e ourse has led to gratifying outcomes in different kinds of communities, from
srcial. Lomas to fair-sized cities in Michigan and in suburban Detroit. It almost

1 alVys devielops a fellowship of interest and helps those taking part achieve a better
7iinde rs ta n d i ng of -the forces operating in their communities. :Perhaps most
-.importantjit,helps a community face up to its needS in a spirit of thoughtfulness

-6.-:- --''rat er trran in .,,in kttntosphere of hostility, name'-calling, or panic.' ,

AlthoUgh the course is designed Primarily as a means of increasing understanding
of community, at usually leads..4o action which carries on aftw the course has
ended. More specifically, it often culminates in the formation of a Community
Council, or in establishment of a library or a Center for youth or older people. It may
even play an:important part,in bringing in new indiistry. In one town, it led to the
revision of the tax structure.

.,
The procedure arid,cuntent of the course are contained in an attractive kit of
materials. This kit is ;Trade available to each member of the course.
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THE SPECIAL-PURPOSE, PROBLEM - SOLVING APPROACH

re

Richard Thomas

This chapter examines major aspects of the special-purpose, Problem-
solving approach to community development as it applies to. both
micro- and macrOpr9blems. It is based on a rational image of men
who are capable of banding together for the solution of issues. Five
steps are used in this approach: ( I) problem identification, (2)
resources mobilization, (3) program planning,j (4) plan
implementation or action, and (5) eva luation. Three case eXamples are
presented in which water as a special problem is used to illustrate
applications of the approach..

Concepts of community range from micro-systems (which, include small groups,
extended family units, clans, villages, neighborhoods, or :small gown's) to macro-
systems (such as cities, counties, regions,. states, nations, or the entire human
population). Social scientists are engaged in endless study of the'problems of both
large and small, human communities.. Population size and density, geographic
location, and kind and quantity of physical resources are all factors involved in the
nature and character of the community: In attempting to determine the exact
external boundaries of the community, the delineating concept Of "city limits" is
less functional than "problem identification" for the puipose of practical definitio
There is for example, community of interest on a life raft when a ha of
shipwrecked survivors face a troubled sea. Their problems present an opportunity
for "community." How they deal with these pmbkmvwill determine whether Or not
they achieve "community." Similarly, with acceleration of technological change.
men in all parts of the earth can develop a "community of interest" in terms of such

"
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survival. issues as popUiation control,environmental polltition, or the possibility
that Middle F,astern tensions will mplode into global warfare.

Definitions.of "community ". differ in emphasis, but three essential elements are
generally present: (I) 'a collectivity, ,of people- (2) geographic location, and (3)

.something "in common" which gives people special identity, meaning; or purpose.
The contributions of technology to improved communications and transPortation."
have placed once. - stable -communities in an almost constant' state. of change a5
people move in and out of homes, neighborhoods, towns, cities, counties, states,
and tuitions.. A rural; farming community in the Midwest may .face serious
population decline today and frantic, unplanned growth tomorrow as a result of a ...

single political act in the suite or national capital: Modern cdmmunities take on all
of the characteriStics of living .organisms which move through cyclical changes of.
birth, growth, decline., eatti, and rebirth; they are subject to changing conditions'of

jtiickness and health in)terms of economic, political; and social developments.-

Inland Warn: reminds us that communities are social systems.or cultures within
which silbsysie s or subcultures operate in 'both functional and dysfunctional

ways.I is un ewardinf, and misleading for community deVelopers to cling to
'outmoded definitions which suggest that boundaries are the sole determinants of
communities 'and which ignore such factors as human problems; needs, goals, or .

aspirntions:Colleetive interests.bas.ed on common needs.or problems, are catalytic'
ingredients for the establishment of " community "; as in certain mountain, desert, or
islandsituations. where the attractions of locale are strong or the options loreseape
limited. In such cases, the situation becomes the problem and the holistic approach .

to community problem solving is relevant. In other human situations, however, we
find cultdres.and Subcultures forthing around common interests, needs, and
problems. For the communityvdevelopMent practitioner, therefore, 'common.

...interests, needs, or Problems are not only menningful,definers of community but
they arc the raison ereire. for effective community development practice.

It is in the human situation, where people are faced with varyinginterests, needs,
problems, and aspirations, that communities and Su bcommunities are formed. In-
such a context; community development may he viewed as a speCial-purpose,
Problem-solving process or method. Problem. solving is an approach whereby
collectivities of people living in a comMonkgeographical area can meet common
needs, solve common problems, achieve common goals, and thus experience
community developMent over a specified period of time. .

7It is possible for people to fall rapidly in and out of "community," and it iSpOssible
for people to sustain community over long periods of time. Communitieswhich

endure are those in which .concerned citizens apply scientific .problem-Solving

methods to collective needs and problems, and institutionalize the proceSs by

Roland Warren, The Cinnmunity in America (Chicago.:Rand, McNally, 1963), pp. 135-166.
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establishing' effective local government through which the people can function to
meet their common needs through common services,

C Variables

There are certain variables which tend to affect the results of the special-purpose,
problem-solving approach to community change and development. Some of these
variables are common to other approaches as well: ;

I Citizen. awareness of the scope and urgency of the, problem, and of the
availability of resources with which tt:) work, can greatly influence the success
or failure of the program. Lack of awareness of the Problerdcan spell disaster,
as in, the case of a weakening darn; whereas advance knowledge of an
impending break can mean appropriate .action to correct the situation or
evacuate the endangered citizens.-Citizens who are aware of their resources are
in a better position to effect useful problem-solving actionthan are those who
are unaware.

2. Citizen involvement, or participation, tendS to be an iniportAnt factor in
,successful. problem solving in terms of,kind, amount, and, duraqn of the
effort. 'It also has much to dowittk quality of life and 'with the economic and
political stability.of a community.

3. Availability of res' ourees,k both internal and external to the community, is often
a. crucial. variable in the problem - solving process. .

4... Timing is perhaps the most important variable of all. Poor timing of a
community education effort can delay notification of a crippling epidemic;
whereas advance notice can prevent widespread suffering through programs of
innoculation.

5. The nature and scope ofthepr,41e4n is an important variable. For example,
food produCtion as an economic issue may determine theelative prosperity of
farmers, Wholesalers, and retailers; but food production-as a surviv issue
affects.everyone.

Assumptions

The special-purpose, problem-solving approach appears to cast man in a rational
image. Man and communities of men are seen as capable of uniting around an issue
and devising a solution that accrues to the benefit of the largest number of persons.

Assumptions leading to the .employ ment of the. special-purpose, problem-solving
approach are related to the philosophical base. Furthermore, specific problems are
assumed to be resoWable by use of the prOblern,solving approch. This approach
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rests heavily upon the availability of research skills, information-dissemination
skills, and organizational ability.

Problem-Solving Method

BecauseOf the diversity\hnd complexity of modern-day. living, and the speed with
which multiple changes are affecting.huthan communities, local governinehts are
hard-PBssed to keep pace with institutional and bureaucratic Means for dealing
with -needs and problems. For this 'reason, community development is rapidly

. emerging' ,as prolesstionand the CO professional is hired by local, county, state,
and national govertimenis and agencies as 'a "trouble-shooter." Community
development is an expertise which erriplo.ys scientific. problem - soling Methods to
deal with the special kitids of problems and needs which plague communities
undergoing 'rapid change:

\ .

The size, locus,' and other Physical characteristics of the community have only
secondary relevance to the key 'steps in community problem solving:

I Prablem identification is an awareness; on the part of the people influenced or
affected by the.problein; to such an extent that there is a growing discontent or
desire to take some. action to-ward its sohtion.:2. Where multiple problems Or
.needs. are identified, analysis and' careful study are -required in :order to
establish priorities and to gain maximum perspective .on the most urgent
problem to be solved.. In some communities, it is possible to .engage in
simnitamout, multi- various, problem-solving activities, due to the existence
attic essential ingredients (vii., the necessary hu man Lind Material resources):

.1 . .

.. . .

After the problem has been identified, studied, and understood, the second
step is one of mobilizing the requisite resources. The search for resourcesstarts..

within the commUnity..lf the needed resources cannot all. be fOand locally, the
perimeters of the search are.widened until the resources requirements are met .

ih full measure and with precise specifica lion's. Often planners fail to see people

as -resources, yet the human resources in the community development proceSs
are critically important in effective problem solving.'Beind able to identify and
mobilize -the various kinds of human -skills, energy, and imagination is as
necessary to the process'aS lining uOthematerial reSources.,-and it is certainly as
important in -problem solving as the initial phase of "problem identification.

Program planning requires that every major sector of the affected community
be represented on the planning .bgdy in order to insure that the plans proposed

o.

=There are alternative coalescences' to "problems"; e.g., the needs, goals, aspirations, etc.,
which people:have in common and which become the motivations for engagement i problem

solving. For ekample., there is the need of a better school system. The pr6)ilent maty:p how to,.

achieve it.
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are understood as Widely as possible; and, more important, all of the people
must feelcloSel to the program and must have an oPportunity to criticize. the

. plan and make constructive suggestiOns for its improvement:.

..iF.4. .Next is program actiyation, again with the fullest.'pOssible.participation'of
community meMbers; includinglheiiery young and the very. old:ChpaCifiesco

serve and .supptir(a program of 'action are almost as diverse as' individual-
d ifferences in human personality. Some individuals can give labor, some can
give time and ideas in comrnitIftoservice, others can contra ute money, and
some may be able to give' only .their consent .Conse ..is preferable to

,_opposition, and indeed is u.bighly acceptable form of participation -for those
who.are eitlier.physicallkrin.eiipacittited or unable to. serve the project. in other

,. wayS. : 'i .

5. Effective problem solving equires i,valuation, which is by no means least in
imPOrtake. In fact, it is an ever-pr6sent, 'ever-functioning process which must
he operative in all of the teps in order to insure theeproject is critically
antilyied terms of stren ,ths and weaknesses, sucL. sex and failures. When
the project is completed, valuation is important in order to determine what
lessons can he applied tc; subsequent problem-solving efforts.

Case Studies

The five-step afettios1 of problem solving htimany variations and is, not intended to .;
he the "final ward" LE tin absolute ftirmula. It is meant to suggest that a systematic rt

approach to community problem solving can bring about solutions to problems .'

that motivate people to mutual purpose and ticti i;

There/s
L

t for exurnple;t he special problem area of water, which is a vital element for
man's Wellbeing and-survival. It is one of those natural resources which thrOugh
either scarcity or overtibunclzince creates "special problem's." for communities. Celle
supply of wziter, is cut oft,''communities etin perish, just as surely as they can be
destroyed of forced to relocate', by floods and inundzititins. Water is also essential to
community life as a means of transporting goods, and for economic and
recreational purposes. . .

.

The. following three Case stud ies illustrate how water, as a special problem, has
.

.-..
brought about problem-solving activity of a special-purpoSe nature that we can
identify as community development.

The S'o/Mha Story

'IN: Sobobas, like most of the 30 or so bands of Mission Inch:tins, live on
reservations or rancherias on leftover lands in the. recessed area's of tlitt6,SOUthern
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California mountains and on deserts where they were placed to heconyeniently.
out-if-sight,r. yet near.cnough to be recruited as cheap laborers in non Indian

homes and on tarins. The Soboba Indians live near t he small town of San Jacinto in

the foothills of the San Jacinto Mountains, on the northern edge of the.Hemet

Valley. The valley is a rich agricultural area planted largely with fruit orchards,
where Soboba Indians earn submarginal seasonal incomes.

Three important events or influences ether& as keydeterminants in the shaping of

the problem which is central to the Soboba story:

First,, there was the drilling of a 16-foot diameter tunnel througfithe San. Jacinto

Mountains by the Los Angeles Metropolitan Water District (MWD) in-1936. The

tunnel, bringing Colorado River Water, into the arid Eastern Basin, wrisa boon to .

the non-Indian farmers and land developers in Portions.of Riverside and San Diego

Counties. It was, however, a disaster for the Indians.Prior to the MWD tunnel .19

artesian springs and 'wells Bowed on the Soboba Reservaticin and enabled the

Indians to raise their own vegetables and livestock and to have .their own fruit

orchards and vineyards.,Haifway through the mountain, the tunneling operation

broke, into the underground reservoir of water which fed the Soboba springs, and in

a II-hitter of months', all of tile springs dried tip. The Buienn of Indian Alfa (BIA)-
brought pressure to betir'bn the 'MWD to seal up the tunnel so that the
underground reservoir would fill again and restore the flOw of water to the Sobobir

springs. However, "sealing" operations failed and the Soboba spring water

continued to flow through the MWD tunnel' into the Eastern Basin, leaving the

IndianS literally "high and dry."

Second, a contributinifactor to the Sotiobrin problem had to doWith'the'iipparent

conspiracy of two white men who.were interested in getting a generous cut'of the

claims settlement to California Indians for their aboriginal land lossesSUffered in

the Anglo invasion folloWing the 1849 discovery of told at Sutter's ,Fort. One 4:)1'

these men' was a Washington, D.C., attorney and the other was a controversial

figure among the Mission Indians:

.

The deadline for hiring an aftorney't9 subMii Indiari'claims before the U.S.'Court
of-Claims was April 30, 1948. Because of the peculiar allowanees of the Court of

one indkil ihrough proper legal Procedures, could enter a claim in hehrilf

of his tribe or band. Thus, on the precise deadline date for the hiring of attorneys,
'two contracts (one on behalf of 17 bands of Indians, the other on behalf of 29) were

laid on the desk of Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs William Zimmerman:
Both contracts .weregenera I poWer of attorney" agreements, granting the attorney

and his "representatives" the usual annual retainer fees, plus 20% of the claims

'. .'sett learnt (1K, for legal fees and 10(ji, for expenses incurredin preparing the'case).

The contractswere to expire 'April :30, 1958, unless renewed by petition of the
Indians affected: Only one Indian'signed the contract on behalfof the SObOba,br;
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and if there was any general discussion on the reservation, the "general power of.
attorney" was certainly not understood, and the entire matter was forgotten by the
Soboba people and .the BIA officials in the District. Office.

:flexibility

a complicating factor in the Soboba problem was the bureaucratic
': flexibility nnd insensitivity of the BIA officials serving in the Area District Offices
at the. time of the MWD tunnel disaster and for the two decades that followed.
Records show that certain non-Indians whO suffered similar but lesser water losses.
from die same tunnel episode received prompt out -of -court settlements from the
M WO, Cn.d no efforts were made by the BIA on behalf of the Indians}

As late as June .20, 195721 years after the tunnel disaster), a report was filed by a
BIA appraiser, taking the pOsition thethere was no conclusave,evidtince supporting
the charge that the MWD tunnel hadrca used thewater loss to the Soboba people.4
I here was no mention in this report dial the MWD had, in fact, made an offer to the
Soboba's for an out- cif -court settlement of $45,000 (plus 5% interest retroactive to

...,1936). nor was it 'mentioned that said offer had been rejected. by the Indians as
unsatisfactory..: °

The BIA did.drilla number of deep wells, each of which rap id lywent dry. I n.May
f957, the last Of these wells was going dry and the 'Indians were starting to haul
water in front nearby San. Jacinto for:their domestic .use.:

While the Major problem (and (ieed) at Soboba was restoration of the water supply
in the amount enjoyed prior to'the tunnel disaster, the general power-of-attorney
contract, and b reaueratic insensitivity on the- part of :the, BIA and the MWD,
compounded tht problemsolving difficulties at Soboba,

The first approach t .ed at So.boba was,togagher as much factual data as possible
froni the Indians, frt t non -'Indians in the area; from the, HIA, from the MWD, and
from newspaper accounts 'of the 1936 tunnel disaster. The Soboba tribal council
and other interested Indians were very much a part of the data - gathering and
analysis processes, .

l'he next 'step was to line up a team of experts (water attorneys and engineers) to.
-assist with. ex peri analysis of the data and to make recommendations fora plan
of action: The Indians decided to hire.their own attorneys to litigate against the
MWD. In the process of .moving a resolution for hiring attorneys through111A.

N

- rAt.
. 'In the County Clerk's Office, Riverside County, Court Action File. No. 29826, dated October
18, 1937, records that Apotit-of-court settlement of $50,000 Was made by the MWD to the
Gregg Brothei-S, who td land adjacent to the Soboba ReserVation, after they had entered
suit against the 'MWD,for 575,000 as compensation for estimated water logxes.

`1 . .

',Bureau of Ind iah Affairs Reourt, Riverside District Office, June 20, 1957; addressed to Miss
(.Rita Sliver, Solicitor's Office, Sacritmerito; California, and signed by Mr, Robert Hill.
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,,.. . .

channels, the attorney who had been aPproVed.forthe Clairris 'case took. steps to... .,

block the move on the grounds,that he was the attiirne.y:of.record.forte Sobobai,...... ...

The other. attorneys backed off when faced with the contract,...tixtd.the Soboba
Indians were shocked, angry, and bitter at what 'appeared tOthe6 to be another...
defeat and humiliation in their dealings with the white man. BurtheSobobas were
also thirsty, and their need for restoring water tO the reservation united them in an
effort to do Whatever was necessary to attain this goal.:

. .

. fhe Sobobas were helped to.ttirterMand what channels of.pdwer andaetiOn were
open to tfiem. hor example, they.learned that in order to enti-STIWC,FeTOTTpeople.in
power (e.g., the Secretary of the Interior, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs',and
Congressmen), they needed to becorrie registered i'ters. A registration,kttriipaign
ensued,. followed by letter-writing campaigy,-to strategic pOwer-figures in
Washington. A. tribal council resolution and :letter to their :recently, discovered
"attorney in Nashington,". inviting him to'a tribal meeting to discuss with them
what appeared to he a "fraudulently arrived-at contract," brought, about the
attorney's resignation from the two cOntracts.binding the.46 bands of Indians.

Having broken the contracts, the SobobaS found that within a year's time they were
able to aeliicve what thcy had :been. unable to obtain in over two decades. of
dependency on BIA actin: Theeffectiveness of their letter writing was evidaced
by the following positive conSeqUences:( I ) The Washington attorney resigned bosh
of the contracts which he held with the Sobobas and 45.other:bands of Indians. This
freed the Sobobas to hire their own attorneys for the'MWD litigation. (2) The BIA
was made to reassess its role and deal with California Congressmen who were
making interested inquiries. into the case on behalf of the Indians. (3) The MWI):
spurred, by- .tfie" inquiries of the IPA .arid othergovernment agencies, offered .a
settlement which, although less than. the Sobobas had hoped for, was sufficient to
bring MWD Otter to the reservation. The water supply is now piped to many of the

.
houses on the.Soboba Reservation, directly from the M WO San Jacintot,u.nnel. (4)

The Soboha pe4le had a lessoi' in the use of power expressed, throughappropri ates
channels to accomplish learned that,:as registered .vbters, they -k
could call upon their elected officials in :Washington to serve their interests and
needs, and that gOVCrnment agencies set up to service those needs are responsiveto
those in the higher-seats ofp,wer. (5) After breaking the general po wer.of-attorney
contracts, new attorneys were assigned the Mission Indian cases pending beforethe'
U.S. Court of Clairris;'and an' ultimate settlement of more than $30,000,00D was..

.awarded in 1963 to Southern California Indians for their aboriginal land losses.
S7.

dri

The Sobobas did not have to hire attorneys io carry thcir water case against the
M WD to court, because they were able to Pict together in sufficient numbers. Water

2
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was restored to the Sobobas because they participated in effective, community
problem solving', which was focused on a clearly recognized and urgently felt
common need.5

The Tennessee Valky Authority: A Regional Project in Water Control
.%

eLlThe TennesseLtR ive.r. is 650 miles long and drains a, basin of appr xitnalely4,I,000
...,squaremiles, including portion; of Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, orth Carolina,

Cieorgia,Alabarna_414.MississipipidnAlie htle,1700s; people Aegan to set t lei n I his ;. .

. va 1 ley 'a nd to use the river as ameans of travel by boat bi:tv5eeri KnOxville and New .4..
' Orleans. As the population grew,. the timber .was'eut,andoVer time the land was

a bused through improper agricultural. praCtices. Si,)il .c1Cp.letiOn'and erosion caused.
increased flooding as-rains washed valuable topsoil toward th : sea. As the land
became scarred and barren from the seasonal flooding 61 e river and its .

1 tributa ries., the people beCa me increasingly .im'poVerished. -

'
-

In time, men began to view the rii iiging river riotas a personal' problem but a
regional-problem whiehiouched th 1 esohnillions of peoplein'ii Seven-Mate area..
After a 'decade or more of dreaming,. planning, and politiCal squabbling, (hd.
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was established on May 18, 1933. The TVA Act,
under the sponsorship of. Senator George Norris of lebraska, provided forithe..,
harnesSing Of theTennesseeRiversystemf or the. primary purPosesOf flood control,
nal,'igation;:...in.d .poWer, It alsO had the .secondary -.purposes of encouraging
iigricultufa and industrial develiiptrient, reforestation, research.and1)14rining, and
activities in he national defense.6By 1951., 18 dams on the river and it4 fivemajqr
tributaries itd been completed under the TVA to'bring about ultimately a system
of 28 .dams,:which provided- over 11, 500,000 acre'feet of flood-cortrol storage; an
improved channel for river transportation :between Paducah and Knoxvikeand
the production of over 3,000,000 kilowatts of electricity for the region.

,

TVA stands as an impressive achievement in community development. Through a
regional effort, people took the nccasary political, administrative, and educational
steps to solve the problem of river control. Statesmen, philosophers, engineers,
iplanners, and community developers iron) all over the world-study the colossal-
itch ieveinents or TVA, which 2,o Mr beyond the. initial concern of flood control.
Arthur'. A Morgan.; the first director.of TVA, believes that:

'The author served as a Field Worker for the American Friends Service. Committee, among
th. Mission Indians, engaging in such community development activities as leadership
training, tribal organization, and resources development.

. . -,. .

' 'The ;4 m.o-icon 'Peoples' Encyclopedia, Vol. 18 (Chicago: Spencer Press, 197.1), p. 675.
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Regionalism must be a serViint Of the general good and not its master. It is a means, not an end.
It denies absolute sovereigntyi.to any lifrilted,area or people. It departs from anyconCept of
political sovereignty.which would see the state as ttle",ultimate value. Regional governthent
:need be no more perinanent than the issue it seeks to Solve.'

t
': Morgan also believed that the Tennessee Valley was "alrfiosta perfect region. fgr

river control," but was nota natural area for such matters as poWer distribtition affd
soil-erosion, control; or for .crop rotation,. because .of eertain physical,political,
ethnic, social, andeuituraidifferenCes in the people who niake up this vast regions
It was, hoWever. largely out ofttieregiqnalawareness of the need forsiver control
that a conitminrry of interesedevelOped and,witb the cooperation of citizens;.
polit:eittits, and 'pliblic,adMinistrators 'tirt- both. suite and ,.national levels; TVA
beeame the means not 'only .for controlling the river but for solvi g many other.
problems. Special-purpose problem solving is clearly demon -ted:,'in this .,
multistate regional area which has seen the conversion of the d ctive potential
of a rampant river into a rich resource for the people of the valley.

Ofiz.en Victory. fur. a Better 'Etivirohnieta

It is a rare phenomenoirwhen the U.S. Army Cor of Engineers reverses its plaits

Mitt project once these:plans tire off the drawing hoard. The,citizens of the State'of
Florida accomplished a "miracle" when onTuesday.Itnimry'19;:1971,.President
Nixon announced the cancellation of the. GrossTFIbrickt btirge.canal .6 klS...Army
C'orris of Engihects project). which WoUld have 4o nneted the Atlantic OCea nand
the Gulf of Mexico through a 107 Tmilelong.9-feet deep waterway, and wou Id have
saved shippers it 600-mile journey around the Florida penitisula..-Vhe project, had it
been completed,.'Would have inundated the Oklawaha River, basin,. tr'natural
wildlife area of unusual be.

. Ben Fonk, of the Asso tilted. Press, Gainesville. Florida. wrote the) following
account of a unique co m unity-action effort on the pa rtOf citizens whose interest
in their .enYironmt, ivolved them. in .effective problem solving of regional. and
national imPOrtance: .

Majorie Carr wasn't paying too much attention as the speaker at a meeting of the local
Ataltrgon Society iiilked about plans for the Cross-Florida barge-canal.

.

'then. ttsitis finger traced a route on a map. she Sat up in sudden alarm. The finger ran straight
down the valley of the Oklawaha River. one of the most ,beautiful wild 'streams in America.

"It was the:firstihticl heard of sttd the. MiCanOpy ho usewife. "I was horrified."

'Arthur A. Morgan, The Small Community (New York Harper and Brothers. 1942), p: 72..
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Out of that little meeting on the night of November 8, 1962; Mrs. Carr came to organize a
small band of nature lovers to do battle with the U.S. Army Corps of EnginetIrs.

What started as a one- an fight was to mushroom into a mighty roar of protest agai
destruction of 'natural res urcesa fight that reached its climax . . . in the White Hous

President Nixon announced then he was' ordering a halt to the canal to save "this regi
. 'unusual and unique natural beaUty."

Asher first move.. Mrs. Carr organiied .11 "Save the Oklawaha7 group 'within the Alachua
Audubon Society. The Members turned out large maps of the canalroine and mailed them all .

over -Florida. They wrote letters to their congressmen and- state officials._ .

For more:than two years, steadily growing in numberS, the. Gainesville group clamored for
public hearing. Finally on January 5, 1966, Gov. Hayden'Burns suggested that they state the
case at a water resources meeting in Tallahassee.:

.9*

41 More than 350 persons, including repreSentatives of every majorconservation organization in
the nation, were rallied to attend the' Tallahassee meeting and hundreds of protest letters were
subtnitted.

By now hoWeVer, thti-.dn:dges were cilie.kving their way up the Oklawaha Valle$T. The fight
seemed hopeless..

Then, inthe fail of 1968, the Rodman Dam Closed on a 15-mile stroich of thi:Oklawaha. Great
trees. which had been lashed doWn in the muck of the valley, popped to 'the surfaCe'iri
incredible nuMbers. Others, left standing, in water, began' to die. Water weeds spread like
wildfire over the stagnant, rising pool.

By this time, The Environmental Defense Fund of New York began making news with its
successful court fights against the use of harmful pesticides. -The EDF agreed to handle a suit .

'against the Army Engineers for an injupctio.n against the canal.

The Gainesville group, joined by others from all over Florida, met and organized the "Florida
DelenderS of the, EUvironment" to research information for the suit. Its initials were EDF, in
reverse.

At the same time, in an adjoining room of an Orlando motel, Conservation 70'S was bein#4.
formed, zjystatewide conservation movement that was to become a powerful polkical force in
the 1970 Florida elections. It formed an alliance With the FOL.

Now the EDE brought in environmental scientists from around the nation to study the canal
project andits effects on the ecology. The ball was rating.

. .

I"he Army Engineers Corps found itself in the position of having to defend its digging at every
turn.

On September 15;1969, the ELM' filed its suit in U.S. District Court in Washington. It charged
the Corps with violating the constitutional rights of the 'people of :the United States by
destruction of.natural resources.
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The Florida Depaiimen4Of Air and Water Pollution Centrol gave the movement a huge boost
with a report calling the canat"the most devastating project ever undertaken in Florida."

Therf4Orida Senate' committee on Natural Resources voted 5-0 for an investigation to
.deterrnine whether the state should- withdraw its support of the canal. And last June, Interior
Secretary Walter F: Flicker asked the Army fora. 15-month moratorium on the digging, for
further study of environmental impact.

An -FliE poll of candidates in the 1970 Florida elections showed 81 percent favOring a
moratorium or abandonment of the canal. Only one percent favored completion of the canal
as planned.

The beginning of.the end came January 15, when the WaShington.court -issued a temporary
injunction halting some r;h4ses of the 'canal work:

.Then President Nixon aniounced.that he was stopping the canal to "prevent a past mistake
from causing perManent damage."

Mrs. Carr's. reaction? "I was .bowledoviir!"'

TIte.c..ase,st tidies of specia 17purpose firoblemsolvin.ghave SeVera I things in cointiton:
1I) Water \vast he. 'pritne..Lictor creating a need or a problem. For the So bobas, it
Was essential foir-tlit?suStelianee,cif lifeJor .t he neople Oft he Tennessee Valley; it was
flood-control; and for'the people of. Florida, it wits environmental preservation
c'rsuS commercial lititerests. (2) People- in identifiable geographic FocatiOns were

Jileeted byeondit ions which ultimate.ly -moved c4.0. n.to collective action, (3) By the
application of problent-sofvingapproache.s. necessary planning' and' action were
accomplished to meet the needs or .problems. of those concdined.',(4) Tht:.. people
involveck in each of the programs or projects felt. .a'strong:toinmanity interest
before: during, and after, the project was corripleted..(5).Norie Of-the case studies
demonstrates that preestablished bOundnries were important, or even useful, in
identifying a -genuine community -pt:interest arOund I he central problem (I nthe
case of the Soboba Indians: the water issue was teal for. those who lived on the
reservation,and unreal for those whQrlived off the reservation; but the lack of water
also involved non - Indians, off the NtiCr \q1 0011, 1:11e community boundary, therefore.
.waS -notcongruent with reservation boundaries.)

In sum, concepts of "contmunit}.'" must he relevant to the important concerns,
problems. needs. goals; or aspirations which move people toward collective action.
Static,. outmoded concepts of 'eommunity:.- e.g., political, economic. and
jurisdictional limits are not onlydvsfunetionaI buroften.catastrophie-for effective
planning and action in community development., where the needs and problems a
people actually do de fine .the ,"community."



THE DEMONSTRATION APPROACH

George S. Abshier

. .

, (.-.. rri m ii p ity .deverl 6. pment is a pro6ess of inquiry and groNp decision
Making. intended to enhance the social, economic, or cultural well-

- beingof the commUnity.A community is a group of people that shares
a common interest or problem. The demonstration approach involves
the display of. methods or results which may be either positi.. )1-

negative: It can be used to show thatcertairi proceiltires work', o mat
.. other procedures will probably result in failure. Itidvolves t he pro olein

of a pplyting. theinethods and results.Ofdevelopment in one communiiy
to another' 'community. The most impoitant' applicatidn of the

. .

approach is in Adaphition.of th6 model to the objectives'i4comrimnity
residents, :

. .. 1

The. Vitrious 1,n ds of omniunities, must he distinguished,. and the
..' differences tie %Ten ru al ind urban communitieg, public'groupS,pews

media,. and chanhels of communication., It is essential to remembe'r
tihht communication lines must allOw for 'flow of information 'in both

, .

directions. ...

a
. .

.

. . . .

. The demonstration iipproirchin community de;velopthe nt is distinguished fronit he
. ,

experimental iipproiich in that, while the experimental iipProacll is basically testing
of-an idea. orl a hypothesis. without prior knowledge of the results the dem:
onstriitirin approach shows rriethods.or results. It.is, in fact, a "shoW.and tell type.'
of approach. where:a high probability of desirerPresults has.been assuredthrough
previous testing and application.
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, 'there are two basic kinds of demonstration: (I ) The method demonstration, which
shows how to do something, and (2) the _result dqmonstration, which shows whai
happens in a given set of circumstances and generally describes relationshipS.

A successful derrionstration approach, especially in community.developmentwork.
implies copsideration of at leasttwo major aspects. First, the type Of change being

'demohst rated must be related to some specific objectives sought by the community.
ThOse objectives maybe achieved by a problem-solving demonStration orby a goal,
achjevitig demonstration. in either case, some specific community objective is
achievable through the demonstration approach. For example, if the community's
objeCtive is to build a neW medical ceMer,"the tentative approach may be a Method
demonstration based on successful procedures used in other similar communities.
A method deponstration based on.procedures used in a similar community to build.

a grain elevator may, howeNer, be quite inapprtipriate.

Second, the characteristics of t demonstrSlion must have some relevance to the

community where it is to be used. For example, if the objective is to provide
improved medical services, the approach may be a method demonstration based on

successful aetiVitje_s_used in other communities which are similar and have like
goals. A demonstration based on activities conducted:in an urban community may

not he appropriate in a rural community.

Both the method deMonstration and the result demonstration can be effectively

used in community development work. The method demonstration can be applied

when it is desirable or essential to show how to Organize for some community
development activiiy,TO show or explain various alternative approaches, or to

shoW the planning process.

The result deMonsiratitin Canhe,used effectively to show what happened in another

community, .hOW a program was orgahized, how money was raised fora project,

how planswcre carried out; or to shoW the effeCtiveness of ifferent methodfOr.
carrying out certain. projects: While it is true that no two communities are eXactly

it is usually easy to identify' a community that has atte thp.ted a project closely

related to .the probkM or question under consideration. Community developers,

however; need to be alert:10 recognize pitfalls, methods that failed, or methods that

did not work sufficiently Well, as well as succeSsful result demonstrations.

-

Either kind of ilemonstration may he used by inost,'agencies, institutions, and / or

oreanithtions involved in community development. An example of the range of

utility is reflected in the ut of, the demonstration approach by an educational

.
-
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Iorganization such as the Cooperative Extension Servied,1 as well as
/
in the use-,

.potential of conflict situations, where radical organizatiobs'may use the method,
demonstration to train. their operatives.

Variables
. . 7 .

.

Information (kiadritidaccuracy) is a Major yariabie. The community developer
who uses the emon
circumstances, a'specific course of action is likely to produce the predicted results."

-:_,-
stration approach is:saying to the community: "given certaih

If, however, information is generated within a geographic area where customs and
social patterns differ from those in another area, the results may 'not }-le appropr'ate:
and; as a :result,- the community .development effort may .rail. Incor ct
interpretation of information may also produce unexpected orundcsirable results
when the demonstration is repeated:

. . . .
.

. .
.

. .
. . ,:,

I'lle nature of the .C'01)11)71111il development goal is another variable. The goal for
community "A may differ from the goal for community "B" and subsequent
differences may altet the desired results. For example, ib,: one community the .

method demonstration may be 'implemented, whereas diffeent.-goals make the
result demonstration desirable in another community: .

.
. . . .

. . . .

Time is 11-third variable. The method demonstration Often requires a projection of
needs and golds: By 'this,. it is meant that the. major payoff in the,..ineihod ,
demonstration may follow..the application of the process demonstration. Tbus, a-:
two-step seqUenee is implied and; subsequently. more timemay he needed for the .

method demonstration. .
. .

The Telat iintship.of 1he Con tintinip- developer to the community is a fourth vatiable.
For example, the method. demonstration has been suggested as a timeconsuming

'Extension work grew out of an early effort to teach new farm practices by showing evidence
ol: success. The story of "demonstration work." as told by 0. B. Martin, "the fighting prophet
of the demonstration idea." is an intereStingaeeinint of pioneer work Which should be fnmiliar
to every extension wOrk(n. The. colinty :agent, more than most people, has to live with the
results of his teaching, .1;heIdea of demonstrating recommended practices was behind all the
early progress in extension work. Reprinted from Lincoln David Kelsey and Cannon chiles
Hearne. .Cooperative Extension Work (3rd edition), p. 342, copyright 1963 by Cornell
University. Used by permission of Cornell University Press.

Home demonstration work with women in extension had its origin in tomato-canning clubs.
The first efforts of Seaman A. Knapp. generally recognized as the pioneer of extension work,
denionstrated improved cultivation by showing in actual field 'Conditions the results of
different practices:

In Cooperative Extension, result dentonstrations ate common and have been used extensively
in tours, field days, visits; and media such as television, newspapers, and radio, as well as in

()vies, slides. sets, and illustrated leetures.
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approach; for in some instances,' the community developer may be required to
maintain a continuing relationship with the community over a long period of time.
Such a continuing relationship suggests additional implications, such as prolonged
financing of the project.

Lxadership characteristi6 are a fifth variable. For example, Community "A" may.
Inive sufficient leadership to use a method demonstration, whilein Community "B"
the result demonstration may be more likely to yield, the desired results.

Assumptions

Community development workers, who use the demonstration approach
intuitively if not consciously, hold certain assumptions concerning the nature of
man and of the approach:

First, the demonstration approach is based on the assumption that man is rational.
Given a workable model for change, man will adopt,that model.

Second, the assumption is that man is able to learn. Given a method demonstration,
he will be able to repeat it, or to select parts applicable to other situations.

Third, there- is the assumption of cooperation. Without the cooperative
participaticsn of local individuals, no demonstration can be very successful.

Fourth, the demonstration approach assumes that pertinent information is
available in a useable fo

Fifth, a basic assumption is that methods based-on scientific fact or experience can
be demonstrated, or that results based.on reliable experiences can be shown. Thus,
a guide is provided, an -illustration of some of the "do's" and "don'ts" to be
considered in carrying out phases of community development.

Several key items are pertinent in the demonstration approach: (1) the facts
presented must be accurate; (2) method or results shown must be.complete, concise,
and involve an honest assessment; (3) the method or results demonstrated must be
related to the concern or need ot those interested in the method or results; and (4) it
must be possible to translate the ideas of the demonstration to the questions or
problems of the community that is involved in the development.

.

Some other assumptions at appea to have a significant influence upon the
direction and emphasis of t e onstration approach include: (I) significant
behavior is learned behavior; (2) significant behavirir is .learned through

50
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interaction; (3) people are, capable If giving direction to their behavior.; and (4)
people are capable of creatingor shaping much of their environment:2.

. Advantages and Disadvantages

Thedemonstration approach can be used taprove that something can be done, that
. 'the community has So Mid some, of its problems, and that certain approaches will

work. It can also be used to provethat some approacheS will notwork, or that there
are certain. problems associated with certain 'techniques. We should be alert to the
hse. of the demonstration approach in 9*, s.*here the negative aspect ia.needed as
well as.whtr.e. the positive aspect is.- trjuired. it is just as important to help prevent

.,the eonimunity frornmakini a disastrous mistake,.costly bOthin material resources.
and, hutnanfeelingsits it is. to develop a positive .progran.tlitit results in social or

'economic payoff... ,

The demonstration approach helps overcome the resistance ofpeople to change. As
Gordon Lippitt points out, "There are eight situations when people resist atternpts
to change: (1 ).when the purpose is not made clear; (2) when they are not involved in
pdanning;.(3):w hen an.apPea I is based.on personal reasons; (4) when the norms and
habits of a community are ignored; (5) when there i poor communication
regarding a change;-(6)1when there is^feat-pf failure; (7) wh n the-cost is considered
too high, or the. reward for Making the change seems inade uate; and (8) when the.
.preSent situation seems satisfactory."2.

t 7 . .
The demonstration approach also helps eliminate a lack of understanding, provides.
a specific base for comparison, and stimulates qiiestions that ha' e not been asked"
previously. It provides an mcentive.forplanning by `a community which desires that
development take place.

The principal disadvantages of the demonstration approach relate to the problein
of applying the methods and results of one community to another community. No
two communities are exactly alike, but facters and characteri tics of communities
may be similar. Even though they 'differ in number, t ere are the same
characteristics or forces for change. Similar tools and meth ds of techniques are
also available, and similar results may occur as responses

The demonstration approach.requires thatsolutions to the development "problem"
be available and operational. Necessary information must be "in-hand"rather than
limited to theory. This, too, may be considered a disadvantage.

=Donald W. Littrell, The Theory and Practice of Community Development (Columbia:
University of Missouri, Extension Division,. 1970), p. 4.

'Gordon L. Lippitt (Professor of Behavioral Sciences, School of Government and Business
Administration, George Washington Uniyersity), Selected Perspectives for Community

Resource Development (Raleigh, N.C.: Akriculturl Policy Institute, 1.969), p. 254.
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. ....

Still another difficulty or disadvantage of,the de enonstriffion apprOach is that the. .

persOns conducting the demonstration generally put their best foortorward, 'Him
is, they show the Kist side of the community, the best results, the positivereactions,
the successes; and omit, ignore, or depreciate the failures, problems, ohjectiOns, or
difficulties. It is essential to d ig through the frostinito get to the cake. it is necessary
to probe.into problems, and find road blocks, dead:-pndktreets, and hidden Costs,
both economic and Social, It is eSsentizdto expikc the fine points that make theydifference between success and failure unit particular. endevor. H , again, is

.vhere the community developer can exercise his expertise in ask" g 'the right
,

questions .at the right
;

time.

Applie4On

The model must be adapted to the objectives of the:peoplc. in the development.
community. This requires all the skill, eXpertisp, and ktioWLhow of the community
developer, whether he is involved in the educational research, Or action function of
community development work, ,Translating the activities, .accomplishments,
rirob le ms, 'methods, and itch ievemen ts of the "demonstriitiOn co trimu n ity" requires

an objeetive prOzieh inVOlVing skills of antilySis, program Planning, decision
11141king, proble solving, and forecasting: .MOst.of all, it reghires the'unbitised
inputs Of, the 'tiers ms involVed. ; ;

Communications

AIL Work in cohununity development will be ineffective and sterile unless there

iteetirate, swift, .effective communications syStems; so that ideas, problems,
methods, .and facts can be. communicated clParly,..conciselY.and with full
understanding at both ends Of the; co m muniea dims network. The coinniunications
requiremizokiif community devekipment work are complicated by'die fact that
there are s'ot many variables involved in the communities and the public groups, as
well as so Many different disciplines and subject-matter 'interests,

:I here is great variation in problems, needs,, and levels, of comprehension. For
example, there is ti wide difference between rtira land fairly large nietrbpolitan areas
and urban areas, and between the smaller cities and the small rural towhs. The
metropolitan areaS',.for the most part, have at their disposal a number of
prolessionally'irained persOnnel to help with problems. analysis of solutions,
communication of iltstmation. and all the other phases of- community
development ,they also .have at their disposal a variety of media; e.g:, television,
radio, newspapers; and individual newsletters and .publications which emanate
frOm chambei.s of 'etiihmerce,. businesses, and :industrial establishments. As .

communities decrease the number of 'people availa bic for .carrying out the
communiPationsfunetiim..and,the number of news Media channels, diminish. In

nycounties there is only one eounty newspaper, and sometimes only one radio
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or. ns tt[ion, none at all, in an entire county. In many counties, the county newspaper
is a weekly publicatiOna,;.

(

4,*In developing any strategy) ,for communication of information on community
development work, the total cadge of publics must be analyzed and considered: As
indicated above, the types and number of news media channels wilt depend largely
on the density of the Population. In addition, the ability and number of leaders will
depend somewhat on the density of the population, but also on the type of business
or industrial activity which predominates in the community.

In communicating information about community development demonstrations, a
large number of civic and social gi:oups need to be considered and involved. These
include chambers of commerce, Jaycees, and a wide range of.civic clubs such as
Rotary, Klwanis, Lions, Optimists, and Exchange Clubs, as.well as any special-,
interest groups, some strictly local in nature.

In anaiyzing the publics involyed in any communications strategy, consideration
.must be given not only to the leaders of a given community but also to the individual
citizens. Some of these citizens have strongly vested interests, usually, on both sides
of. any given question or issue

It would be difficult to providva communications blueprint for the communities
and the various publics involved. In any given situation of community development
demonstration, the communications network needs to be carefully designed: (I) to
involve all available communications systems that can make a contribution, and (2)
to do the most elTective job of providing communications. It is usually advisable to
involve' some of the communications media, community leaders;and others, in a
planning-session ;o develop a communications strategy. 1

One of the irOpprilint things to remember in a communications plan is that an
.effective communications system allows information to flow in both directions. The
return line. should be kept open, so that community developMent educators can
receive signals concerning additional or changing community needs, as well as
Complete and accurate informatiOn on the resultS of demonstrationndeaVors. The
failure to make specific plans for effective feedback appears to be one of tile weaker V\,

--practice-areas among community development people.



THE EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

, William McNally Evensen.

The experimental approach is based on the principle that the task of
developing theory cannot be separated from the generating process.
Through an experimental. approach, the community development
process is open to observation and analysis for the purpose of
improving theory and practice; in particular, the poSitive and negative
aspects of a given procedure may be instructive. The experimental
approach is by design methodologically. compatible with the other
approaches to comnibnity de'velopment.

A framework is suggested whereby community development theorists
and practitioners can verify and ,determine the predictability of
community ,de,velopmenk procedures, thus promoting
experimentation within the field. A case study suggests the parameters

,vetthin which this approach produces results.

The purpose, of the experimental approaches to develop and refine Fommunity
development theory and practice; to test and verify the efficacy of ast particular
community.development concept or technique during a community develeipment
effort. In this way, conceptualizations are transformed into theories; and
operational techniques are translated into practice for utilization by other
Community development. approaches. The distinguishing characteristic of this
approach is that it is designed to establish or modify a faith, while the other
community deVelopment approaches tire designed to demonstrate or prescribe
truth.
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6

Methodologically, this approach' is based on th rinciples of grounded theory
suggested by Glaser and Strauss) It is pragmatic, open-ended, and ptocess
oriented. Emphasis is on dikovery, on t he iriduitive, rather than on demonstration
or prescription of any particular set of lheorotical or operational objectives.

A community development concept or operatiOnal techniqiie is set in a pragmatic
environment with little expectation as to Outcotne. The process is observed and
examined closely, allowing for free developmerit of data. From the process, and
through comparative analysis, data emerge upon which to base further community
development theory and practice.

The emphasis on process should not be confused' with Ate overall process
orieptation Of the community development field. This approach observes and
analyzes' the process as a means of developing and refining community
de'velopment theory and practice. This is in contrast to" the demonstration or
infofmational approaches which utilize process as a mean's for accomplishing
certain predetermined outcomes. In the experimental approach, procesS is used to
formulate and develop hypotheks, not for testing of specific hypotheses.

Definitions

The field 'of community development is characterized by multiple definitiOns.
Erasmus, in his sample of 59 policy articles, could find general agreement on a
definition of community development in only 60% of the articles and as recently
as dune of 1971, the Goals Committeeof the Community. Development Society was
Linable to decide upon a single definition. If the term community development is
difficult to'define,,attempts to define community deVelopment goals, approaches,
techniques, or outcomes" are equally as difficult.

s

Cdonnitnity DevelopMent

Based on' the general concepts of M. Ross (1955), T. R. Batten (1957),:W Biddle
(1965), and M. Clinard,(1966), and the principles expressed by the International
CooperatiodAd.ministration (1956); the United Nations Department of Economic
and Social Affairs (1961), and the X th International. Conference of Social Work
(062), community development is viewed as an educational problein-Solving.

.4rocess designed to help a community Solve itsproblems through group decision`
making and grolip action. There are five phasesin the problem-solving Process: (1)
definition of the problems, (2) identification of resources, (3) analysis of alternative .

, --Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss. The Discovery of Grour led Theory (Chicago:
Aldine. 1967), pp. 1-262.

=Charles J. Erasmus, "Community Development: Science or Ideology.? Community
Development and the Encognido Syndrome," Human Organization, 2 (Spring'1.968), p. 65.
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courses of action, (4) initilementationof action, and (5) evalbation-modification...
Eterisive citizen participation and . opportunities for 'self-determination are
requisite. 7

Experimental Approach

The experimental approach to: community development, defined as a process for
defining and refining community develoPment theory and practied, sets a particular
community development concept ortechnique in an experimental framewor.k. The
use of the 'termexperimental" needs 'further clarification, since it is based on the
principles ofgrounded theory rather t han on t rad itionti I experimental designs such
as are deSeribed by Campbell, and Stanley.3'Campbell and Stanley recognize the
problem of using experimental designs in broad4Lconceived social-action
community development programs: They state that, ."There are, in fact, several
quasi-experimental design's applicable to single groups which might be used to
adviintage, with an experimental logic and interpretation, in many situations in
which a control group design is impossible."4

Weiss and Rein, discussing the problem of utilizing traditional experimental
designs with broadlyconceiyed social-action programs, point to four difficulties:
(I) the problem of 'developing criteria, (2) a situation which is essentially
uncontrollable. (3) treatment which is not standardized, and (4) an experimental
design which discourages unanticipated information.5

More recently, Campbell ( l968), in his article".Reformsas Expc riments," suggested
the.. use of quaskxper,imental dcsigns. in order to iavoid . kite of the problems
inherent in .social r'QfCrm (e.ointriunity development)- programs'' Weiss and Rein
suggest that "a more .effective methodology Would be more descriptive and
induct ive."7 .

,. .
.._

.

1 . :

In view ..'.ql. these methodolog problems and the Sparse literature on the-
.experimerital approach to cdninunity development,' the principles of grounded
theory and Mezirow's use Of grounded theory for adult educational research prove

.

'Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stan ley, Experhhenial and hast7Erprithenicil Dc;signs.

fur Res:ear.h (Chicago: Rand McNally. 1963). pp.1 -7 I .

37.'

'Robert S. Weiss and Martin Rein, "Eviiluation of.Broad-Aim Programs:A Cautionary Case

and a Moral. The Annals of he,Aniericati cruh,my of Poli (kat and Social Sciences. No. 385

(September 1949). p.

''Campbell, "Reforms asTimierimehts.".:11neriran P:vrehologist, 24 (April 1969), pp. 409 -429..

'Weiss and Rein; .-Evaluation of Broad glint Programs. p_142.

7

.5
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most adaptable to the task of defining an experimental approach to community
development," According to Claser and Strauss:

To generate theory, ... we suggest as the best approach, an initial, systematic discovery of
the theory from the'data pf social research. Then one can be relatively sure that the theory will
fit and work. And since the categories and discovered by examination of the data, laymen
involved in the area to which the theory applies will usually be able io understand. it. ..

. .

In contrasting grounded theory with logico-deductive theory and discussing and assessing
their relative merits in ability to fit and work (predict, expla in,and be relevant), we have taken
the position that the adequacy of a theory for sociology today cannot be. divorced from the
process by which it is generated. Thus, one canon for judging the usefulness Of a theory is how
it isgenerated---and we suggest that it is likely to be a better theory to the degree that it has
been inductively developed from social research .. Generating a theory from data means
that niqst .hypotheses and concepts' not only come from the data, but are systematically
worked out in relation to the data during the course of the research. Generating a theory
involves a proceSs of research.... Our position, we hasten to add, doe's not at aU imply that
thegcneration of new theoryshould proceed in isolation from existing grounded theory."

Mezirowamplifies further:

This approach means that a researcher would go into the field; free of predetermined
theoretical constraints, to construct analytical categories out of qualitative similarities and
differences which emerge from the study of situations such as inner-city adult basic education
programs, university extension credit programs, residential programs on public affairs,,
community groupS, etc, . . Grounded theory constitutes no set ofassumptionsbut ratheran
integrated body of generalizations of various levels of abstraction, continually in process of
refinement and,re(statement through testing against an even broader segment of reality.. ..10

Glaser and Strauss use the strategy of comparative analysis.as their chief analytic
tool:

Our discussion of comparative analysis as a strategic method for generating theory assigns the
method its fullest generality for use on social units of any size, large or small, ranging from
men or their role's to nations or world regions. . .Our strategy a comparative analysis for
generating theory puts a high emphasis on *ory as process: that is,.theory as an ever-
developing entity, not as a perfected product:1'

"Jack MeziroW, "Toward a Theory of Practice in Adult Education," CognoKnowledii, and
Action ip Adult' Education. No I (April 197I), pp. 2-I I.

"Glaser and Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory. p.
Ps

1"Meziro.."Toward a Theory of Practice,'- p. 6.

'Glaser and Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: p. 32.
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This approach calls for coniinually. testing the validity of the emerging Conceptual categories
agairtst comparable situations under study. Although the data would be primarily obtained)
throughltlirect observation and interviewing, the investigator will commonly supplement this
with data from. historical records, letters and diaries, life histories, public records, and
unpublished writing of colleagues, arranged group discussions, and review of relevant
personal experience.12

Thus, the experimental apprciaCh develops theory from thejtrocess by wpichit is
generated. By holding no expectations as to outcome, the experimental apkoach
can pe pragmatic in its attitude toward changing project objectives. Consequently,
it requires a broad data-collection system:and employs coinparatiVe analysis as.its
chief nalytical tool.

Cot nt in ity

"Community" maybe defined as people with a common interest. The c&nmon
interest may be social, pplitica I, psychological, economic, cultural, oi geographic. 13

Theory

The definition of Glaser and Strauss may be cited:
. '

The form.in which a theory is presented does not make it a theory; it is a theory because it
explains or predicts sornething : grounded theory can betpresented either as a .

.'set of propositions or in a running th,eoretical discussion, using conceptual categories and
their properties. . '

Making a distinction between category and. property indicates a systemat tionship °
between theSe two.elements of theory. A category stands by itself as a conce ual element of
the theory.A property, in turn, ts'aconceptual aspect or element of a . It must be

.kept in mind that both categories and properties are concepts indipted by the data (and not
the'data itself); . In short, conceptual categories and properties lye a life apart from the
evidence that give rise to them."

Co'neept

d,

In order to. contrast established and unOtt ',fished theory, the 'term "concept" is
used to denote unestablished theory.

12Meziraw, Toward a Theory of Practice," p.46.

!Philip E. Slater, The, Purtuit q. Loneliness (Boston: .Beacon Pres11971), pp. 1-12.

"Glaser, and Strauss, The 1)4s:covert. of Grounded Theory., p. 36.
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Practice

CoMmunity development:practices are operatiomil considerations of theories.
They are proven, established strategies and tactics which are desigfted to produce a

.specific result in,the community development process.

Technique

In order to contrat established and unestablished practice, the tent' "technique" is
i 'Used ...to denote an unestablishe.d. practice.

Variables
. .

A.conirnunity development effort confronts the same Problems of experimentation
that are confronted by a brbadly conceived social-action .program.15%It is'

. I ;..
,...

\ -exceedinglyy difficult' to control the independerit.. ,and dependent .variableS and to
identify the inkry.eninkvariablesin using an experAental'approach, it is deSirAle
to identify and treat a particular concept-or technique as_anlial ependent variable
that -lends itself to experimentation. One'should avoid 'Cleterniining the "good
feelings of participants;"- or the far - reaching spillover effects of a particular action,
and concentrate on items that can least he observed and measured descriptively.

--fs . - .

I i . ,. . , ., .

The role of the independent variable n the experimental approach is delineated by
.,. ..:, , .

Lehmann and Mehrens:.
.;

. For any experimental study there has to be an independent variable '(treatment) that is
manipulatcd by the eXperimenter and this independent variable must be under his control:
'Subjects Should he randbmly assigned to the groups also. Some researchers ilisist. that
randomized assignment it f subjects to treatment groups (orleYels.ofircatment) is a necessary

. . ...
part: Of the definition of experimental reSearch..0thers say that randomizatiOn i .very -.

:.. desirable in experimental research but need not he a p. iirt of the definition.... Nevertheless,:
the rcadpr must be,cogo r(arit that iminiptilation of the treatment is theminimurivrequirement
of an experimental study. l' a . ..

.,., s. ..
. ... . . . .

. .
. . .

. .

The independent Variable may be manipulated within, between, or among prOjectS.
,..

This is feasible when dealing with manageable variables, e.g..,.. a classrOinn,'
intelligencelest, al-Video-tape demonStration:jbut can be impractical when dealifil;
with large. units such as a neighborhood organization or a school system, In.'
contrast, the dependent Variablethat which is being.treated.hy.the- independent
vakkablemust be identified throughdut the process."New people; groups, and.

isMezirow, "'toward II Theory of practice;' p. 8.

'Irvin J. Lehmann and William A. Mehrens (Eds.), Echaynional Research, Readings in Focus
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971). p. 333.

.
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institutions may be affected by the treatment, or groups .being treated may be
withdrawn from the process.

In community development, intervening variables are elusive and cause difficulty,'
especially when attempting to determine causation; e.g., did community leackrship
training cause an agency to change?

An important variable is lirr e. Since the experimental approach is, based on
process, an adequate amount of time is necessary for thelevolution of data under a
variety of conditions. With. anthroPological studies, for "exarnple,sufficient time:
helps to avoid the pitfall of conclusions based on the ex6eption.ratlier t han the rule.

A hypothesis begins as an idea; a notion. It should not be formulated untilan
adequate amount of feedback data has evolved froth the community developMent
effort. Throughout. the process, an openuesS to modification must be maintained,
and the data- collection process must be brorid.enbugh to facilitate modification.

The eXpyrimentatapprciaeh, becatise of its process orientation and lack of concern
with 'results, can fit 'within 'any approach to community development. It is

important, howeVer, not to mix one approach with'another; for example, it would
be...difficulTto Verify a de,moristrrition practice .a self-help.. community

development effort.

.AsSumptions

From a review of the literature, it isap pa rent that community develOpment efforts
differ according to the type of community (e.g., 'urban, rural, inner-city, or
suburban), the, type of people (e.g., ethnic frictor", income'braeket, age group, or
religioas affiliation), and the type of problem (e.g:; service-oriented; ecopomic, or
social).

nil community development approaches, however, are process oriented with
respect to theoretical and operbional asSumption, Operational methodology, and

t
the development ot. findingS.

At the outset of the experimental approach, there are no predetermined hypotheses,
only.. rt set of objectives. AS a result olihe. process, these objectives are forrmikited
into': general hypotheses which are tested against experience, and modified,
reinforced. Ora bandoned, depending upOn whether or not they work in reality. The
data are designed-broadly enough to permit assessment not only of variations from
the original Objectives but Of entirely new objectives evolved from the process.
Froln the process, or expe'rience, data evolve_ upon which theory and operational
Prdctice may he based.
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.
.

An assumption underlyibg the of this approach is that the of
.,

ti)mmutiity development 'Reeds experimentation. and verification of its concepts
iAld priictice.ErastbuS' survey (4.95 policy itrtiCles discovered only a few analytical
studies (18%) th.it "show (tow [comniunity development] doctrine work s in
practice."0.. Likewise. commanity development definitionS s.uggest a lack of
experimentation within the field.:) purpose of the experimental approach
is to encourage and facilitate e8perithehtittion wind l verificittion Of .c(immtiniiy
development concepts and practices.

. .

It is further anticipated that the expErilbequal apprOach \Vitt .promote broader
. .

itgfcement of concepts and practices within.:the field of community development
and the acceptance of, cOmmunit.s.' do:clopm0)((i'Il(irtit. As stated by Cilaser and
Strauss. if an idea cannot he operat Iona hied. it is of Iittle.yaluti 16 the practitioner,
or in this case, to the Other,community de-velopnient approaches. The experimental

approach .develops thedry and practice from .expenence in a manner that, is
compatiblewith the Value systems of held practitioners..

Oise Study

the. f011oWing case study describes issues that can be treated with an experimental
apprOach_lt_illustrates the experimental a pproaeh. in .operation.

Pico-()th,', Co ormunity' Devel(!pment Project

f=ollowing publication attic Report of the National Advisory Commission on:Civil
DisorderS.Is the university of California initiated an urban crisis program. In the
words ()I t rtivet'sity President C'harles J. II itch. the program was designed td"carry
the thought and research of the campuses to he heart oldie city,'' and to attack the
"moral, econo tit lc and racial crises" which pervade the life of urban America. !Mate
I9( . lIC' I. Astartedseveralurban )crisisprograi s. Omi project wits to assist a small
Los Ange les urban neiAhborliood( Pico - Union) so lye itsprohlems. Theproject was
based on community development principles of.self-determination, .group
making.. and group action vhich required thetniversity to assume the rtitcof
technical advisor, consultant' facilitator to the community.

The; community of Pico-Dnion, located one mile southwest of downtown Los
Angeles, was confronted with the typical problems lacing old, residential, inner-city
communities: miverty (50(i;of the families earned less than $4,000 a year),
deteriorating and crowded housing, an expanding downtown business district, .

i'lirasirms. "Community. Development," p.

l'Ktio'wn the Riot Report, or the Kerner Commission. Report, it 'was 'commissioned by
-President Lyndon Johnson to determine the cause's ()F urban rioting. beginning with the Watts
ript in 1965 and coMinuing through the riot-torn. summers of 1966 and 1967.

.
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.

unemployment (24(;o of the adults), and lack of medical and social services. 'the filet
that 'Pico-Union was i minority community (67% MexiiNtn/ Latin American and
litii black) was. further complicated because 58% of the residents spoke Spanish as a
first language.!`.

One aSsumption underlying a University of California urban crisis program was
Iliac a university. could help' solve Urban prOblenis, this was based on the
university's past experience in solving agricultural, defense. and space problems,
and in developing national pUblic policy: However, the question of whether the
university.could assist a poor minority community in solving its problems had. not
been snbstantiated thrdugh .eXperience.:Thrs,question promoted serious.delpte
within the Campus comMuriity .on two points: (I) was urban problem. solving a
function of a university? and (2) did the university possess urban problem-solving.
:resources? Imisniuch as the _primary objective of the Pico-Union prOject was to
assist the comminiity in solving. its problems, a secondary objective was to analyze
the prm:esS of interaction. between the university and the community, to.determine .

if the university was an.urban problem- solving resource for inner-city communities.
ThuS, committed itself to assist the Pico-Union community for.zi period of
30 monthswithout really knowing it it could assist, or in what .way.

Because little experimental evidence exists regardihg.the question of whether a
university. .is an urban problem-solving resource for an, inner -city community, it is
necessary to develop experimental objectives andhypotheses from the results oft he
prOjecCs activities. With this type of situation, an experimental approach to
community development can be utilized prod uctive lyXyhe experimenta I approach
to community deveropmeth discussed in this chapter is based primarily on the
experience of the -Pico -Union Project.)2"

. .
. .

In the Pico-Union project, the experimental approach required t he developmencof
a Ob,iec.tives and a data-c011ection system broad enough to acCommodate
analysis of the objectives. As a first steri. several asSumpthing were made: ( ) the
faculty reward system (publish or periSh) would inhibit faculty involvement in the
project, and12) faculty involvement promotes the involvement of other university
resources, e.g., students and staff. .Ellis required the project to develop and test
'methods for promotinglacultyinvolvement. 11was also as4nned that the question
of causation could- not be determined: that at he influence of university
invOlveinent on community act.ions, could not be inferred because of too nth ny
intervening variables. 1:-ort he same reason, the qualky of a university response to a
community request_ for assistance could be determined only by the community's

Bullock and M. Evenson, Siw Occupant lloasehohl and.Community Profile
.Surveys(l.os Angeles: Community Development Agency: City of Los Angeles,.luly.26, 1969),

pp. 7-49.

mFor further study of the,pico-Union project, a full discussion of its process and findings
included in The Uniervio' us a .Resource to Low bwinne C'canniUnity Problem Solvers by
'William M. Evensen,,LICI.A;Saool of Education, June 1972:
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acceptance or rejection of the response. Moreover, university involvement in Pico-
Union was limited to the traditional functions of teaching and research, and to the
role of technical advisor; consultant. All of these, together, constituted parameters
foi- the university'S involvement.

From these 'considerations, and ftoni the project's anticipated community
developMent p7oCess, arose the followiug-areas of concern:

I communityof comnity request for assistance

2. Type of metf for promoting university involvement in meeting community-
requests for :sista nee

3. Type of university response in meeting Immunity -requests for assistance

n4.Fype of community request that was. not,T et by university

5 Factors inhibiting university' involvement:"

At the outset, each area of concern was broken down.into categories wh ich, became
the. original program. objectives:

I. 'of community request for assistance

a: staff and leadership training
b. research
c. technical infOrmatiT

2. Type of method for promoting university involvement in meeting community
requests for assistance

a. financial cOinpensation to indiVidu*Lfaeulty for services rendered
b. purchase of FIT teaching .equivalents) from academic

departments or professional schools
c. class credit (academic) for students working. 00 a recitie: request
d. regularly scheduled classes to meet coint- mity uucCuusts ,

.

3. TYpe. of university response in. meeting ,corninunity requ.2sts T6r assistance

a. type of university personneVe.g., project staff, faculty, student (graduate or
undeigradUate), or University staff

b. form of response: e.g., written report, 'verbal consultation, letter, or
structured discussion (lecture-or class)

4. Type of community request not met by university.

a. ?;ta ff 'and 'leadership training
b. research
c. techniCal information

At
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5. Factors inhibiting university involvement

a. level of sophistication required by request
h. resource,does not exist on campus.

Data for these objectives" were collected according to category and class. Primarily,
descriptive data were collected "for activities evolving from the process but not
related to the .original objectives, in order to anticipate the formulation of new
'objectives during the project.

With less than a'yeafin tho field, the project's activities necessitated reformidation
of some objectives and abandoninent of other objectives. Forexample; it was
discovered that purchasing a faculty member's time from.a department or school_
did not benefit the individual faculty member, and that timing (matchingfaculty
resources with community requets) was practically unworkable: Consequently,
this Method was abandoned. h.t
A positive correlation was discovered between' faculty who met community
requests and those who did not receive a consulting/honorarium fee. This finding
suggested that the critical factor affecting faculty involvement wa\not.pliymentfor
services but Whether or not the faculty possessed the required skills. In other.words,
!acuity became involved if they had skills: or if the skill did not exist, t he incentive
of financial compensation did not create. a response to the community request. .

Throughout the. course of the Pico-Union projeCt, data were co red across
categories to determine interrelationships. Objectives we refi or abandoned,
and classes of data were added and/or deleted. For example, the analysis of one
Objective,(e.g.,.type of community request) included in the data-collection system
the amount-of time 'required- by the request, since some co mmunityrequests (e.g.,
legal interpi-etation of an administrative regulation) required. a week and a request
for a market- feasibility tudy required Ito 6 months.

At the conclusion of the Pico -Union project, several specific outcomes evolved
which had not been evident at the onset. It was found, for example, that faeultY,as
well as graduate students, met community reqdests for tech nica lassistance,suclins
developing a lung-term economic development strategy for the community
corporation. Another ()income was that skill, instead of a consultation fee, proved
to be" the critical factor in promoting faculty involvement.

These findings set the basis for more definitive explorations: e.g., specific
hypotheses regarding the type' of problems (operational vs. theoretical) thatfaCulty
can meet could be ;.tested. It was also found that one method for involving
faculty --the use of a regularly scheduled ClaSs as a vehicle for meeting a community
request benefitted everyone involved. Through this method, faculty.met teaching
,obligations.' students had exposure that they considered to be relevant; and the
community received a response which was more comprehensive than other
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university responses. This finding could be further explored or replicated by
another university.engaged in asimilar activity., to verify the use of a scheduled class
as a Imeans for involving faculty and students in an urban problem-solving process.

The data indicate that a University is, at least, a limited urban problem- solving
resource to an Timer -city community.. Furtherniore, the txperimentalapproach in
the Pico -Union project, while helping the, community solve its problems, resulted in
the development and refinement of community development procedures at the
same time.2'.

This type :of experiMental approach can be incorporated into any of the other
community development approaches for the purpose of refining or defining a
community development concept or practice. The PicO-Union project
demonstrates that the approach can be used on a large scale, e.g,, to assess the
process of interaction 'between a university acting as a consultant and a poVerty
coliTunity acting as a ehent, or it can he used on a lesser sca le, e.g., to assess new
eititerf-involverrent technique's, such as video -tape, dramatizationS, or group
discussiOns. in relationship to f}ipec.ific problem (street widening),

Advantages and Disadvantages

The experimental approach offers the experimenter the advantage of operational
flexibility. Pragmatism (willingness to change) and .,a process. orientation
(methodological openness) allow for the treatment of a wide range of activities and
allow. the experimenter to free himself from ill-defined objectives. Additionally, the
very nature of the eXperimental'approach promotes.acceptance of. its:,resqlts, This is

because it develops and refines' hypotheses throughout the,course' f a community
developthent effort, and because data drawn froth a wide range °IP .011i t ies have

a higher degree of utility than data grounded on limited possibilities. Moreover, the

broad methodological framework of this approach perrhits and facilitates
operational use by other community' developthent apprlithes,and the use of its
findings. Its broad process-driented framework does notenflict philosophically
with the other approaches to community development.

`s .
Most significantly the. experimental 'approach provides a way for .r)mmunity

development to experiment with, develop, and refine its concepts an practices.
This promises to increase the acceptance of community development approaches
by sociakfction agencies and theorists in other disciplines,

Orientation to process, however, can be a liability. It creates a high-risk venture.
The process may yield confusing, contradictOry, or inadequate data results. 'the
evolving nature of data and openness to the formulation of new hypotheses (change

2111 is to he noted that the data-collection sysym did tiotliinder community development
activities and was useful in assessing and redirecting project activities.
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is inherent in the approach) may prevent adequate examination of .newly-formed .

hypotheses:

,Simply stated, process 'does not 'guarantee the Verification or rejection of ,a
pafticular notion, but rather keeps oritiattuned to the constant changes t hatocc
in community development. Orientation to process prevents :entrapment by
original assumptions, but the risk is high in that there may he few results other than
the need for more 'experimentatiorL

Moreover, since the experimental approach attempts to treat unestablished
concepts and practices, it is almost. certain to experience more failures than.
sitcesses, or at best findings which are inconclusive.

Time, which is essential to process, is another negative potential. Without sufficient
ti thethe opportunity to obtain a wide range of data and experience is diminished.
Witliout time, the freedom to formulate imd to alter hypotheses and to reconstruct .

data- ollection procedures is restricted.

Applications

Major restrictions to the application Of t he experimental approach can be found in:
(I) the Validity- of the data, and (2) the interpretive:skill:of thesesearcker. WithoOt
validity, t hedata have little value; without interpretative skill a ppliedN the data,
the potential use of the data in other field situations is limited. 'For example,
deScriptive data may he the most 'reasonable means for. assessing a broadly
diversified preventive - education: program, because of and time; but the level
ofValidity may by raised when data is m ore controlla ble (e.g., video tape vs. teacher
techniques). In theory, the experimental approach- may be used by almost every
kind of organization involvedi n community development; but, because Of the.high-.
risk experimental nature. of the approach, it may, in fact, be limited to foundations
and certain research unitsOf universities.

It might he profitable to identify the type and kind of issuct that can benefit frdni this
approach: (1) individual activities; .(2) group (neighbOrhoodieOffununity)
development activities; (3) techniques for .deVeloping individuals and groups; (4)
techniques. for promoting institutional change; and (5) overall comMunity
development criteria.. These five areas of concern can he analyzed accordin to
socioeconomic status, type and size of community, and community developm nt
approach. The questiob of causation can also he assessed: Did training sessio s
cruse a specific outcome? Did an outside:resource, secondary to decision making
cause the community to make a certain decision? The question of causation can e

reached via descriptive.assessment because the different processes lend themselves

to comparative analysis.

The agen4; institution, or group promoting community development must he
,

pre pa red..tbAevelop a communications system to fit the site or type. of community
-
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and the activities planned. If an issue involves :an. urban neighborlimid, the
communications network will be different than if five liimilies are involved, or
10,000 people who do not speak English.. bata Must he collected and analyzed.

' frequently, and feedback provided to those guiding the community developMent
effort: In this way, those:in the field can adapt (heir data-eollectionand program

-. - activities. to the realities Of the field, instead of adhering to. preconceived notions.
. .

.
.

.
.

. I-he need to feed- the results hack to other community development theorists and -
practitioners is most iniportant, in order to facilitate the immediate use of the
findings. It ltiniately, this feedback will enrich the entire field of community
-development and promote' a wider practice of the expertise.

Summary

The expt:rimental approach, all things considered both adv'antages- and

disadvantages is a valuable unit. in the approaches spectrum -avatLable for-
etmmunitydevelopaient. It can he used to test and verify fact and theory, to
actualise and operationafitc techniques, and to broaden and communicate CU .

practices.. Among the various approaches to community development:'. the
experimental approach is characterized as an agency to establish or modify truth, in
contrast to the agencies of tfther,:vpioaches winch arc designed todemonstrate or .

prescribe truth.



THE. POWER-CONFLICT APPROACH

Raphael J. Salmon and George A. Tapper

. The locus of power is a force in community development. The
:traditional concept of power must be broadened in the context of our
Complex, technological society. For power to be real, _it must
encompass the capacity for change. Struggles for ascendancy in
themselves may have little meaning if the power to effect change is in
loci other than the subgroups attempting to achieve the decision-
ma kingrole.

As a background for understanding the meaning of power in the'
community deveiopmeni process of today, the historical'antecedents
of the power-Conflict approath are examined. Contributions of:66th
program activists and systein, scientists are highlighted and the
limitations df each are pointed out.

The authoils present a series of graphic tools for community devejopers
to test. These tools are designed to aid in the development of a
framework that will synthesize the many components affecting
community intervention, thus creating a comprehensible and
Manageable unit. They are presented in the form of figures and
matrices, and their utilization is demonstrated. Some implications for
communications on the community level and through legitimizing
sponsorship are also discused.

Power is today's word:in the vocabulary .of those who would effect sogia I change in
America. Its uses are legibn: as an expression of athreat or of hope, a slogan for
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reform, a. rallying cry for total overhaul of the social system, a name of a movement,
or, alit oo of ten, a word of magic for a better life to be produced somehow by change
in the status quo, -We have Black Povver. Puerto Rican Power, Italian Power.
peoples power, youth power, power cliques, andthepower the ThaveS," just to'.
mention a few. Unquestionably, the word has significance for those in American
society who are fiistrated, dissatisfied, and convinced that thCir plight stems from
powerlessness. Certliinly..poWer is CO nee ived by many ast he fulcrum around which

'change .takes Place°. Is there in power the road do desirable social change? is it
through innovative use of power that a newatiCI more effective form ofeommunity
development can be.`created in.onr complex,' conflict-ridden, urban society?

.
. .

These broad questions can be .answered .only by the.examination of a 'number of
basic questions. What is power? llOw is.pOwer exercised in communities? Whatis
its role in social change? Is there a rationale of power in our society that supports a
theory and :practice of intervention. to shift the basis of power for the common
goOd?'C'an one identify or *hypothesizea powr-oricnted approach .to community
development? The answers to such questions lie first in conceptualizations of power
and of community; Then, relying on these conceptualizations, we .can consider
patterns of social intervention that will prodnee community change and
development..

Definitions and Variables

Community development is an evolving form of social intervention and has its backgroun in

a union of community organization stressing local action and local resources, and econon c
development .wh ic.h emphasized planning and sYtematie movement toward defined goals: I.

.

The community of. today. imiv be 'vieved as a complex mix of interacting
.components (e.g., city hall, spontaneous community groups, corporate business)
from both the public and the private sectors, which, at dilThrent times and in
differing situations, have varying capaities for power. At any given time, for
example, deVelopMent of a new technology, or p,kal pressure from a party
organization, or a Community group confrontation, may alter theba la nceof power
in the community 'system. The technology may introduce a new industrial
component into the community structure, or change transportation patterns in the
community., thus haying an impaef on I lying and working community subsystems.
Changing political. pressures may alter legislative patterns which govern the
direction community life. Community-group confrontation may introduce new
elements Into the poweLmix. .

This concept of power recognizes many facets of power that operate simulta-
neously, and considers the totality oft hese facets.as basis for a theory and practice

,SummatiOn drawn from Irwin T. Sanders, "The Concept of Community DevelopmenCin
. Lee J. Cary (Ed.) Community Development As a Process (Columbia: University of Missouri
Pless. 1970), p. 9.
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of community development. Thus, the concept of power is viewed as multifaceted in
nature:2

PoweriiSilw capability, kno -haw. and means' to identify, create,. andderelop
.prochict.sthut change the canitimility and which. by their yery.existi;nce.have.
direcrimpm't on commend!). goals, priorities, and :decision nutker.v.. For
ereunple, the invention and mass prod uctioil .Ille...ltutomtibile produced.

...massive changes in America and forced establishment of new community gOals-
and . a reordering of priorities, Similarly, scientific' progress in.the fields!.Of
nixt0iinn and.,nredication fWrs' 'd .high priority on care of the aged lb our

mminiity.goal system.
.

Power tecapabilitj', know-haw; and tneallS to develop preice.v.ve.vthat cope
with, resp( nd to, outwit(., make work able, and build on theproducts /science
and led tolar, as..tuned in (I )above. For.exaziiple, the capacity to respond to
the invention and mass production of the automobile with a massive arterial
transport system, or to the increase in the p9pulhtion of aged with a system of .

..'social security and medicare benefits, is a manifestation of poWer.

3.. Power is.the kno-haw,. and tnewt.v to eraluate_vet control
inechanivni.v, and measure,. the efficiency and (1.1ectiveiWs.v product.v, US noted

(l) abov(;.. and proce.v.vev, (Jr noted in (,') above. ihe;reby permitting
determination ()1 the optimum mix c)1. Minn.., fin. community well-being. Thus,
development of urban' transport goals depends upon assessment of the
ramifications of alternative transportation' patterns. Consideration of
productive health-service programs for the aged d pends. upon our ability to
evaluate and monitor the relative efficacy of varioi s delivery systems...

4. POwer capability. know-thaw, and means to .et goals and prioritiei; For
example, power is the capacity based o' (1 ( and (3); noted above,' to
determine 'what patterns of inter-and in ra-city t 'insport are desirable,what
objectives our social security. system sh uld he des' cd to meet, and writ
should he the relative priority assigned to these goals terms of resource
allocation patterns.

. 5., Power, a! the same time,. the.ability.. right, authority, and responsibility to
Make decivions on community goal.v.and priorities, and to obtain and allocate
resources so that Me.ve goals can he walked in accordance with (I),(?), (3). and
(I), as aboi,e. The degree to which power is held by any subgroup within a
community: therefore, may he reflected. inrits degree. of. impact on decision
makers who. have been legally (i.e., through election or appointment) or

.

;Formulation drawn From Raphael .1. Salmon, "Health Care:for i he 1970's," paper presented

at IEEE-ORSA joint National Conference on Major. Systems, Anaheim, Calif., October 28,
'1971.
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int
.

orrklallY (i.e., through influence) accorded right.aut
for making such community decisions.

bority;*and respOnsibility

The traditional view of 'powertends to relate primarily to (5),as ahOye. However.
(5); in the abSence of(I)through (4); may he relatively meaning less.The capacity Or-
power to create and / or resist. change depends upon a mix oft he elements identified
above. Mere procktetion of a large quantity of energy from various community
subgroups is rather ak into a joust with..a windmill if-it is nut accompanied by the
power- control mechanism to develop to irfitiate a process for their
utilization, to evaluate the effectivenqs of both the products and the processes, and,
in t hal light, tb establish meaningful goals and'objectives. This, in fact, is one of the
factors that causes frequent frustration in urban community groups that may fight
for ascendancy to decision-making positions only to find that their new position
does not really bring with it the ability to control or to effect the.change they had
been demanding from the previous pOwer .holders.

Similarly, pros. e geUerated by a neighborhood population may push a city
council to balte change desired well get. lost in the bureaucracy
charged carrying Out the ordinances set by .the council: or the council'may act
in a differ nt way beca us it did not have.accurate information in the first place, or
because au. advocate=; of the: neighborhood position held insufficient power.

The strugg.or ascendancy per se. as implied le definition of power in (5)
above,,has emerged in response to a world of unequal. poweiTlistnbution. The
struggle is carried out generally by a variety of frustrated and diSsatisfied groups; as
well as by reform groups in society. These groupS-are.sometimes successful and their ..
sueeesSe:S.'encottiqige .continued efforts. at organization for change. Successful
redistribution of powerreduces apathy among the powerleSs a ndencodrag
Participation in community problem solving; however, it is only onetispectof the
potential for community cieVelopmebt built around power concepts.

. .

The posited definitioRs of power reflect a concept of power-oriented. community
development that estAlishes a form of intervention capable of coping .With the'
multiplicity .of power souries and the 'variety of ways in which power maybe
exercised. This comprehensive approach to over and, 4munity interaction
provides' the rationale forallexib.le and varied community developmentapproaeb,
with a view to producing more effective change.

Historical Antecedents and Assumptions

The origins of the power-conflict approach to community change lie neither within
community development as it is practiced in America's aid program abroad nor in
the homeland version of community development carried on between universities
and small towns. These latter varieties of community development are concerned
with unified, homogeneous.community effort, the reduction of barriers between
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elements'in the eommuni y;.itnd.rnakirnutli Participation in the problem-solving....... .. .

;process of a relatively sim le socittl.order..They do not concentrate on community
problems relative to race, poverty.,: or..poiverlessness- nor do. conceive of
commtinity eha nge. in oterrhs'oittie. impact. of Science 'it nd 'technology, or resource -'

. allocation patterns, or community goal setting. . . ''!
.

x.

For a eonceptualiiation of commUnitr. development in a power-conflict
fripteworki one must look primarily to the action of sOcial interveners: For
example, there was. he spOnsorshipand participation of civil rights organizers who,f

. in the early days o Bthe ktck 'revolution, moved into the southern states, Or the ''
-.. . ....
liberal eleMents tit the labor tnoVement, the philanthropic folindations and contract.

. reseal' h groups seeking to -.demonStriiteroutes of change, ;he reform-oriented
g',rou in the Churches., and the advocticy-orient lid proleti,siona I's in law; plimiling,,.
and social %vork TtieVriiings and tINorganizing activities of Saul Alihsky, radical -
change advocate ttid$Tblessiona I orga,nizer for change. provide detitils of power-
coollictt heigy and practice.` From t he academic World. tliesoeiologist.Lewis Coser
contributes it supportive analysis of conflict as an :integral part and important
function of social 'interaction.4 In 'point of tinie,' conflict-oriented-cOnimunity.

77

devclopment d tes hack to early industrial and agniculturiil reform, but the heigh:.
of .the effort too lace in the 1960s. In the mid-sixties, thc administration. of the
FcOnornic Opip.ortuni 't provided a large-scale model of power-
conflitiq oriented community action sponsored and nurtured for a time by the

.ledeta I government on behalf of the War 'on roverty.5 For es-ainples one may
follow the work of activists organizing in minority communj*s, including the
ethnic communities now Opting to escape powerlessness iftittOrgecities; and
tht.me who .organize for power among special-interest girt*s (e.g.. welfare
mothers). Current activities. iii:17-ionstrate consumerr power and the tactical strength
of tile vonten's- liberation movement!' Included in this development is Alinsky's
renewed call to the tower middle class to recognize its lack of pbwer., and tAthe.

. radicals (change Makers) to help organize this group as the cornerstone of a major
effort for change.

. .

Although varied in Origin and background,all ()idle change makers tend to define
and conceptualize the' power-c.onflict a pproach. in the same way. They see it asan
essential means of having impact and exerting influence on the decision makers in
the comm unity. So conceived, . power increases the capacity of one, part of the
community to participate in community decision making and to change the agenda

'Cf. Saul Alinsky's Riles fur Radicals( New York: Random House, 1971)and his Reveille/ or
Radica/A (Chicago: UniNcrsity of Chicago Press; 1946).

Lewis A. Coser,,17n Functions of Social Conflict (Glencoe. III.: The Free. Press of Glencoe;
1956). ..

.,
'Daniel P. lseloyinhan, .I/a.vimm Feasibk. Afisunderstam/h/g (New York: "Ve.1::\ree Press,
1969).

,,Alinskc, Rules fi;liificals.
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of the deciSion makers who are setting the social priorities and allocating scarce
resources .for the total community.fln this framework of common ity,interitcticin,
conflict between community subgroups, or between a subgroup and . the

,... community, is considered inherent in the scicial system.. It is viewed as functional as
well as dysfunctiona Land there is the conviction that conflict can n be optimized for
the good of the whole community. Building'from these foundations, we can trace
the emergence of a fora of social intervention (Community deVelopment) direkted
towards production of &inflict between a subcommunity, or component, and the
.decision makers of thelarger eOmmunity,With-the assumption that increasing the
power of the su beommtin ity will benefit not only that Subconimunity but larger

community as well.

This power-conflict approach, withitS historical antecedents, is only Oneaspect of
the potential for community deVelopment built around power concepts, is,

,.). however, too narrow in scope Xrnateh thecomplexitiesof power that exist in the
community today. AlinSky,ohas a record o(successes and his tettehing- has fathered
more, but his goal of.aunion ofthe -powerless led .by unified radicals ha,s. not come

about. He did nut achieve the Massive effort for change that'he sought.

Scientific- PoWer Consideratiow;

For community ascendancy to bemeaningful, there hits to be some imder-gtanding
oldie way in which power can be used ni.settnd achieve reasonable kind meaningful
goals, vii., the role .of science and technology in power-oriented commUnity
development approache.Ncience and technOlogyhave contributed by'providing us .
vithmany.prOductS that may be used as ompotients in.t he actualization ofsocial

goals` Science and technology have also contributed' to understanding of the
process by--which these prOductsImay be put to rueful e.pds. IFhe real challenge of
community development today is to combine the ,multifadets of.the'concept of:
'power. .discussed in'( l)'thrOugh (5); -as ntited.previously, Thcresutts may be'seenas

. akin to releasing the power of the atom and then seeking means of turning it to
ciinstrtfetive rather than destiuctive purposeS. Similarly, the. power that may he

-17Uined through science and. technology presents a challenge for development.
. ;-

This challenge has.been recognized, albeit in limited settings.,.for s9rne.time now.
.Thus,;contributions to the theory of prOduet-proce.ss MtegMtiop been.Made

.
by industrial engineers spe-cialized in time-motion Stadies,-by.c.hemica.lengineers
focusing on unit operations, by eeonpmists'epncerned with benefit -cost and 'cost-
effectiveness studies, and il;oR.recently.:by operations reseitrcherS and. systems :,:s

analysts: Many of, the techniques presently in goVerhment programming
attempt to integrate product unci process - through goal -oriented planning: They
.have'Toofs in procedures dating hack to the 19$0s, frequently,encouraged and aided
by the U.S.:defense establishment..For -example, the PrograM Planning and

' Budgeting System ,(comnionly known as ITBS),.implegiented throughout the.
Executive branch in I965, rep-resents a systetnatie effort to forge links betw.e
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panning, programming,.and resource allocation, in the directionoldetiped.gotils
I,Mich make each increasingly releyant to the other.

This represents shift in the'approach to development prObleins inVolving what
may' be termed the socializatiOn of science:and.technolOgy..:'Not so long ago.,
volurnes. of governmental and nongoJernmeimil. studies :concentrated Oli
inentdries nattitaland human- reOtirces: and :scientific advances as a bit se. for

. p1 inning.' odity: hov,ever..a new Orientation .iS:emerging, The .coneept of single
. . .

sOlutions to identified problCms is biting replaced by recogn it ion ;of t he necessity for
a multipaihway approach to th'e challengeS of development. "fhe interrelationships
bet wee n coinpOnenhave come to be'recognized as'otren more significant thttn the
presence or tilisence;of a single eoniPonent.-This chtingerellectthe,relationships,.
'between the social tutd na tura fr.environment,g within which huMan communities
function. It reflects the concept-Or cOniniunitY,fiS,we.hfive:defined it consistiniol-
eoinplex. dYnanti.Hiiiteracting..systetns. of- component pfirts which arc so
interrelatedland hafanced tliat'changes in,One;component a i-eAikely :to :result in
chtmges in other mins of the :system. hus,: evaluation of the net results of ti given
propoStfactloti leveling of tr.wooded. tracttninake room.fOrt I new housing
.cleVelopine tit) can be made cinly,after comprehensive finfilysiS of the intricate and
diverse i meractiiins amongtheeompOnent sincc'ihese must operate ha rinOniously
'with 'respect to critical socioecononitcf:physieti I, and eeo logica elements:

HOWever. _lust as'. thVp6Wer-conflict COMMunity develbpment approach, whiCh
0

stresses decisiun-ihia king ascendancy as the root change; has I imitatiOns, so too,
,

in7appliCation;.fhe :s.cieritif lc power approtich tocluirige reflects its antecedents in
..

systehis tintilysis' kind I'igincering. 'As New' Yot'k City Deputy tvitiYor Timothy .
Costello points Out: 0,. . .., ,

,
. , r

The trouble Wit trsystems tSlginversis that theY arrivt onthe scene too late-and leave it too
soon...r hey fait to help 'decision-rilikkgs" with policy and "objective formulation or with
probterris of 'implern}:mtatin. ,-1-be engideers tend to take it for gninted that "what we say . ..,

'should be done" is known,. andonce th4 figure out hoW to do it, the,p raminiact can be..r?if
1 illiple'rrienied N,iiih'out further z)do;' ,.

1
' What we are saying...in effect,1 that there. needs t.O bede.vised afoirni Of community

develoPment'snitbd to the problems of the-99 70s---wlich are vastly',different frOm
; thosc:4..orly a few decfpdespast --that relates.to all sources of power affecting the-
:community. A. form: ceinteiyentton must ,E: established to Cape with the

\-:., irtii It iplicity ofpoWei SVinces and the Ytiriely ofWay's i'nwhich poWer can be:utilized.
w; hen:land. When it is needed, in line with refilistiq-and feasible -aims.

. . . . c- P.

It is a fact: however, twat in tne:United itates we do not htivel tradition-for thiS kind
0, . . . .

of coordination, 'direction,' and unified plfinning, Change or community
dC..eloprtient has always fended'to he produced oh. a relatively ad hoc, unplanned

'Quoted fin qabOY Strasser, "Impediments to Societal Problem Solving:,What Miist Happen
BeforeWe CanSUc'ceed,:' IEEE Spectrum, 8., No. i'(Jply 1971), p. 46, .L .
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basis: and has frequently, restated in inefficiency and inequity in the creation of

social products. There is. for exit mp le.the knoWledge ex plosion. certainly' a modern

phenomenob which prOduce.s new. technologies ill the time. The:chtnge impacl.is

'tat and other einntionentS in society have to plity "catch -up," so that they ciin cope

with the change.t ha t has been priid need. Thus, the nation quickly changed tot
traycl, and equally quickly had to deal with noise, pollution, transit lines, railroad.

finitncial .problems. and airport, growth, Community development for the 1970s
must he concerned with any one of the, power-exerting components. or any mix of

Ahem. I n hroi dan itlogy,theeomtnunitydevelopmcnt role is somewhat like t ha t. of

the, clutch in.an automobile. "tieSmitting the shifting, of 'community gears to obtain

'different mixes or ratios ofii:wer The comintrnity developer enters into the

ongoing interaction of . community pOwet'and.. with ill-) propriate skills and tools
(e.g., science and technology), serves as a cola lyst, motivator ; measurer. tin ifierThnd

technical as4istant. as well as itiother roles designed.to. improve and enhane.the

sOciiil product. . .
. ,

I his conee pttiiiIiiit t ion is ClearEy',bitsed.otittifumber of asAnimtions. I..or example:

it is I mrdiinitMtal th t1 coniniunities must he considered as constituted of
components: I he'se components vary in relation to 'power, itrid the miwer revel (if

itns one can hc,auginented. C..onitnunity.conipon'ents that exercise the decision-

irnik ina.1tinct ion' would, by definition. usually:be Unwilling to surrender that
function to other cmipobetits...Finally..in terms. of 'opt Uniting the output of the

IF community in the scttint4 of prior it ies 10 itc soda 1 goit Is, it/id in t he iipproPriit te

distribution ofresiiii.rcesittir;.he e'sseut iik I toitignientthi! power of one ormore of

the components, ketipmg? irind. A ie,concepts of power ,as Defined in items )
through (5).

pplication...

Considering thi" broad conce poSited;iindt cornipuni6-its it

multi-componential s'steni..i is necessary': to .deve.lOp sonicforM of synthesis to

render.thetliOugnr.of interY ition.wOrkiible;some cOrrip.leitY

nianiigeithl-e.At ofifisciplineshaSyereinne.,

forth 9h it Iran effeciivel.f.iti,tel,irates the many idternittiveimprot&hes,

to.developpien compreherisiye:iod eiinstruCtiveManner,Whilere-cogniiingthc
iiiste rice of v.:: s,,,,ko ['Owe!' iisceruktncy.lo.siew cif the couiplexity of the..

profileinS pose to an yc s-w will not he:Su rficien t...12edefin itio n 'of our scope of

concern, so its to . mp,fif c :problenix ilivolVed. may make for more. eitsily

eircitmscri bed soluti nis; however, the accuracy arid adequacy of,i fie soltitions ssi.il

be.determiried by the le yree to Which t he 'red.efined.problem.actiiit coiocides.with'

rthe rcitliqes of The pro lern .treat, Thus, for example; a lionsikprogra.m..maY be a

prohlcm areit'innenitli 10 sonic sort of solution; hoevci, thir.:..extent to which

. development col rnirre housing 91A pe actuallyscified kind tually sOlvesthe und.erlying .

cunf(icts and
.

tragedies a disadvantaged co tumuli Or. is it uestioriable,
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' TO provide community -development ,,worker,s xith some rnetOdology for the
purpose OF sYntheSis, a series of tools have been developed:I:he folloyiing figures I

present some Of these' toolS that are "recommended to cciminunity developers as
worth-trying. The models are useful in identifying goals, specifying inputs necessary
to achieve these goals, and considering the total social system within which the
action takes place.

Thus; I presCnts.the social system in -terms ofcomponentsand their
relationships." ViCWed in this manner, a community development worker may be

better able to discern the essence of power'relationships withintheframewbrk of the;;
community. As may be noted, the worker begins with determination of community
goals. objectives, and priorities. The importance of goal - directed planning On
national as well as local - levels was noted by the White House National Goals '
Iteserii Staff, which identified and called for,,ts concerted effort to put into
perspective the major. issuegifor development in this country.9 TheWhite House
report focused on ri.:.number oLemerking alternatives Jconflicts) which are :an
intrinsic part. ofldiversified community developrnent efforts. FOr example, what
.should be the policy 'with reS-Rect" to population distribution'? Should tIA-nation
attempt to redistribute its.poptitt4;on.from urban ghettos, or should it fOcus on
improving life in the ghetto' ?- In terms of .Power; this means a decision as to whether
power struggles over ghetto land should.be aimed toward clearance of this land for

. other ptirposes, With .building of suitable lOw-cost housing elsewhere, orwhether
they should instead mean or replacemeht of existing structures with newer
and better units which have the same fundamental purpose.

Determination of goals is 'only one part of the operating (working)System,"
however. In this modern heterogeneous society, there will be many goals that are of
critical irnportanceto our welfare and of legitimatg concern. Since resources for

,achieving thesc.goa Is are also finite at any given pointin time, there has to be some
means of selecting among competing interests, thus determining priorities, and this
cannot be done effectively on a. hit-or-miss.basis,

On possible ripproach to the task of determining, priorities is througtijudiCious
tivliroil,ion of systemytechniques, using a-screening mechanism that focuseS.On
program utility, feasibility.; and apppopriateneSs,"! Questions raised through such a' process may not be,easy to answer, and their: exploration may:take time Thi§fact,
in-itself, raises opposition on the part of activist groups-which are anxious to .

',Raphael J. Salmon, Some Interrelationshcps Among Urban Problems (Columbus, Ohio:
..13attelle, Memorial Institute, Mar 1968).

GeralS,:.Research Staff, Toward Balanced'Grdwars Quantity Willi Qualit
(Washington: U.S. government Printing. Office,'July 4. 1970),

For more detailedstormulation and application of the screens, see Raphad J. Salmon,
Pilority.4ss(gril;zemsfor Board cm Medicine N AS Projects ( Washington: National Academy

of Sciences; September 2; 1967)-.
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Coals, Objectives,
and Priorities

A

'V

Power Groups and
Decision Makers

C'ommunity 1)eyelopment

vir

Level of Effectiveness
(EyalUation)

Present and Future
Operations and Practices

I

rnirce: Raphael J. SaIrripn, .Some' Interrelationships jmong Urban Problems
(Columbus. Ohio: tialtacrylemorial Institute. March 1968).

Fig. 1. The Conuntinity. Dcvelopnient Process

9

get directly..into the area .of power conflict. For example, one may well ask whether

it is wise or effective 'to:undertake a project which is utilitarian and objectively
feasible but runs. counter to prevailing tradition's to the point that'its implemen-
tatiOil is likely io.resilli in conflict. This may require'ORPraisal of both the likely
outcome of such conflict, ?or the project could prove self-defeating if the opposiiiim
is too strong to b,L,..ikaIt with, and the advisability of considering alternative .

approaches to issw,' At what level .ca n conflict.be utilized as a unifying
[(mx in the community tl nigh the wise professional guidance of -a community
developer? As Marris and ein point out, the agents of rcfOrm? must .act as
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"facilitators; .analysts, and catalyzers. crystalizing the good intentions of manY
people around a common endeavor, yet without imposingOn their 'freedom:. "II:-

.. . .
.

Assessment of preSeM Operations and practices, as they relate:(6 power groups and .

decision makers. may he aided bythe matrix shown in Figure 2.12 This structure
present a foundation .for construction of community development theory in ii
realiSt,i(i franiewOrk, within which tools; practices, and approaches can be..
fashioned.. In .a. sense, the matrix present's a systematic picture or:map of any
comMunitywith the contents of the boxes. and-their relationships to one.another,.
making up the areas and routes of social 'Mteraction. These components constitute
the variables of the development process. For example. the, matrix identifies the
actors who should' he involved in each action, and the actions that relate to each
other. On this' baN.ime can begin. to:consider factors such as program orientation,
and areas a gap and overlap: and to deterninie the likelihood that change can be
made in present operations and, in planning by appropriate use of power. Such
appraisal may then suggest action alternatives that can be realistiCally considered.

Appraisal of alternatives means consideration of the implications oft4he various
optionS for public.poliey..Forex(imple, it ean be asked, what are the benefits and
.costs of differeni prOposals 1.(i.r changing the educational system in our urban ,.

-(... . Centers'' Vithat :effects would ,cklhges in funding patter have on health care.iy
systems', dunzma: supply. relationships. zinc! 'serviceserviee ctS? \s Figure 3 indicates.'
evaluation- lurid 'reeva luatioP of prograrn.options is based otiwitat probably could be
achieved ifni) change were made (estimated), on the potentials of the program. an
on the achievements expected from-each of,t he alternatives under consideration
rho difference berWeen the curves provides. a nicas1 of the. advisability of the

/ program. Tints. if ((), which is the increment of change. is small between what
. performance NVOilld.. be expected with no change and \yhat the program option

. suggests. then \vhy have the change? Likewise. if (b). w 'eh is the increment between
the program.option under consideration and, the gram potential. is large.then
why he reluctance to consider more suitable.options'

..
. . .. . .

In this manner. community development c;in utilize the. 'inatic.methodologies;
developed. .hy related scientific and technological fields to assist in identifying at..
what piiiiitS.and for what purposes. Specific processes can and sbtiuld be utilized.
Thrthiglt such applications', c. immunity development can playa key role in assisting.
decision making and changing power patterns, which means more than simply
revitalizing citizens (is .plirtic:ipants',in adeplocratic system.

"peter Marris and Martin Rein. Dilemmas .S'ocia I Returm.. Pc.)'erly. and Coimmmay
.drriw, in the (New York: Atherton Press, 1967).

l=tor more dinailed development:1nd application of this matrix. see Raphael J. tidlmon,
lliuriz .lie tlip(lolugy lua ion 0.1 114'00 S.1*.sleneS hingt on: National Academy (Al
Sciences, September 5..1970)..

`1Zipliael .17.. Salmon, Some tlelare (Vii!.;hington: U.s.
Department of Ilealth. Educatitin. and. 1969).
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. Act ions
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INTERNAL. EXTERNAL
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and Entry SerilceS
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Plan:.

ning
Opera-
tions

Plan-
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Opera-
tions

Plan-
ning

Opera-
tions

Plan-
ning

Recipients

t,

i
Providers

1

Adniihistra tors
and Manage-t .

Supporting
Groups

,,-

Source:,Raphael J. Salmon, A Matrix Methodology lin: Evaluation of Ilealtl
Sypeins (Washington. D.C. .. National Academy of Sciences, September 5, 1970)

Fig. 2. Matrix, for Evaluation of Community Programs

Communic a ions Requirements

The interaction of power)groupsand decision makers may be QOnceived.in Figure.

4." Note that the linkage between d eision makers and public servants are direct

arnistrong. Usually, the first are the "a tors'. and the second the "rettetors: thusthe.
arrow is'often one-sided. Similarly, th linkage btween the public and:community

leaders is clear and is oftdn.atwo-way street:There are,farfewer lines of relationship
and harmony,.however, betNiieen the p blic and decision makers or public servants,

of cornmint,ity lettders.andzdecision makers. As shown in-Figure 4, decision making

is a component and product (tithe activities of the matrix in Figlir2, Power is one
()idle inputs that'determinesultirnateperfotmtince. PoNVer is also r6le

14RapheaCW. Salmon, "A System's Approach to Research Priorities,"parier presentedat IEEE

Region 3.Convention, Charlottesvillc,Na.,. April 197.1: .
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Program Putential

1 Orogram Performance with Optioni,.
under Consideration

et

Accepted Standard

Performance with No Change

:DIME

Souree: Raphael .1., .Salmon, Medicaid: Some ,Thou lies Befori, Action
(Washington; D.C.; 1)1..S. DepUrtment of Health, Education, and Welfare. 1969),

Fig, 3. AsseSsnitrnt of Program Effectiveness

ons of component., parts. .rhus, a critical role of. the community
sources- of- powcrin- the- corvi)unity, witht he-covil n

use or maximizing resources, .utilizing, the :relevant tools of science and
technology tow;ids specifie e.oa Is, In this view, the role ofthe.CoMinunity developer
is to forge stronger linkages between allclements or the process, aiming towards

understOod. products.

Implementation 61f skli. a systematiC approach :to 'pover:oriejited community
developMent mity takd ,place ,with varying sponsorship under many different
settitzs. For example, we may expect the lederal government to continue' to
spOnsor intervention, thereby affecting. the local decisiim7inzik ins: process,
ProteSsional org;inizers of, the model arc likely,t6 continue Lipimzike
their services zisailahle t(i. a variety of sponsors 'vs ho arc confronted to 'cluingehut
not involved with op.(...q;lions: LticaIleadcrship Organized ;.irotind a mirticularfOctiS.
of powerlessness,

grog
as income maintemince in the, Welhfre community, is

continuing. to geow as groups of the pOWerless increasingly feel the, need and
possibility lot ch,inging their status.,l'rograms of interventiot, through advocacy
sponsored.hy professionals in givytflieWig:, planning or It zition), ore in t
inhinCy bill has ethe potentiala:ProVidingAltechnic;:thiSsistzirice arid know-,now
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The Public Community Development Public Servants

.0°1°
Source: Raphael J. Salmon, "A Systems Approa.C.h to. Research Priorities,"

Paper presented at IEEE Region 3 Convention, Charlottesville, Va., April 1971.

Fig. 4. Power Groups and Decision M Ines-of Linkage

.

deprivedcommunities, .enabling the ectively within existing
channefs%f approved conflict.

This brings us to a :critical and timely cities on. n: community, develnpment,
, A..

working through a university (especially a state'-s rted university); play a i-ole in
this effort to work witk,powerfor constructivend hrough.systematic application
of .the .knowledge gained through science and technology? If so, What kind of role?
How likely is such a role t6 find acceptance? This, perhaps, is the .universities'
challenge of the '70s.


